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Our City
learning matters

Should schools be required to teach
about domestic violence?
Alberta has high rates
of family abuse but issues
aren’t part of core curriculum

A

Tera Swanson
tswanson@cjournal.ca

lberta has one of the highest domestic
violence rates in Canada. But discussions about domestic violence aren’t
mandatory in schools — even though
some experts say they should be.
According to the most recent Statistics Canada
reports available, Alberta had the second highest
provincial rate of self-reported violent victimization of women in 2009. And, in 2010, it had the
third highest rate of family violence among the
provinces.
Experts interviewed believe domestic violence
can be reduced by educating youth — changing
their attitudes and perceptions about healthy relationships and violence against women.
Learning left to teacher’s discretion
However, in Alberta, issues of domestic violence
and violence against women are only potentially
offered as part of the official school curriculum at
one point: the Career and Life Management program in Grade 10. Even then, these topics may
not be covered.
Although a request for an interview about the
issue was declined, Alberta Education clarified in
an email: “Decisions to include specific topics such
as violence against women and attitudes against
women would be the responsibility of the teacher
as they would know their local context best.”
An interview could not be arranged with the
Calgary School Board to discuss the frequency of
which teachers choose to include this topic in the
CALM course.
But Lana Wells, the Brenda Strafford Chair in the
Prevention of Domestic Violence at the University
of Calgary Faculty of Social Work, said six school
jurisdictions out of 62 in Alberta, including Calgary’s, have implemented a program outside the
official curriculum that deals with such issues.

Six school jurisdictions in Alberta — including Calgary’s — have implemented a program outside the official curriculum that deals with domestic violence. Illustration by James Wilt/calgary journal
Anuradha Dugal, the director of violence prevention programs at the Canadian Women’s Foundation, which funds Fourth R, thinks “all violence
should be openly discussed in schools. It has to
be appropriate for the level and age of the young
people you’re speaking to, and I think that’s what
frightens people.”
In addition, Dugal says the programs are “never
designed to point the finger at boys and say men
are the problem.”
“I think that’s a very important point because
some programs, if they seem blaming, can backfire quite seriously and actually create more negative attitudes towards women than previously
existed.”
The results from implementing these programs
in schools over a period of time have been dramatic, according to Dugal.
The main changes were improved student attitudes toward women’s equality, the belief that
dating relationships should be based on mutual
respect and the need to share the power and the
decision-making.
Stopping violence at the source

Outside programs help students

The program is called the “Fourth R” — standing
for relationships — and it teaches students about
communications and relationship health.
“We need to be better investing in children
and youth’s emotional and social intelligence and
healthy relationship skills,” said Wells. “If you don’t
come from a home that teaches you how to be
in healthy relationships and models it, you learn
from where you live.”

But Wells said the kinds of topics covered in the
Fourth R should be part of the core curriculum
and be made mandatory.
“What’s happening is its being left up to the
individual level and often (teachers) aren’t even
getting their 50 hours of sexual health education,
let alone the other parts,” said Wells. “There’s so
much content for them to cover around the other
topic areas.
“We believe we need it from K-12, there needs

to be a strategy that’s developmentally appropriate all the through,” said Wells. “All the way to postsecondary education, and hopefully (ages) zero to
six as well, right in the home.”
Dugal couldn’t agree more.
“The prevention cycle needs to start very early,” she said. “There are programs in schools that
start as early as kindergarten to talk about healthy
communication. And I think that’s the foundation
on which other programs can subsequently build.”
Getting everyone on board

But Scharie Tavcer, an associate professor for the
department of justice studies at Mount Royal
University, notes it could be difficult to include
domestic violence and violence against women
as part of the core school curriculum.
“People are so hesitant to allow government or
schools to teach their kids, to tell them how to
parent,” said Tavcer.
As a result, Tavcer thinks educating not just children, but adults as well, is the key for sucess, “so
that they won’t be so afraid and fearful of all the
bad things their kids will learn or hear, or (have
the mentality of ) ‘I don’t want to expose my kid
to that kind of stuff.’”
According to Dugal, “Young men perhaps
aren’t challenged early enough about their behavior, and aren’t brought into the idea that this
is not acceptable behavior. Whether it’s learned
or whether it’s part of the attitudes of a society
or community or family, young men learn that it’s
okay to treat women badly. And it’s our responsibility as a community, socially but also professionally, to challenge that, to say it’s not okay.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Our City
RAISING AWARENESS

From activist to educator
Lakeview resident
explores ring road with
influential blog
JODI EGAN
jegan@cjournal.ca

G

raphic designer Jesse Salus was alarmed
to hear of the plan for a ring road to go
through the backyard of his Lakeview
home in 2009.
To combat this “land hungry piece
of infrastructure,” Salus devoted his evenings and
weekends to aggregating thousands of provincial
documents to fill his blog, which has grabbed the
attention of journalists and politicians alike.
Salus’ home was picture-perfect for his growing
family when he bought it back in 2004. It was unaffected by sprawl and over-development, full of
neighbourly hospitality, close to downtown and
major roadways, adjacent to the majestic Weaselhead Flats park, and full of great schools and
amenities.
Not knowing whether or not his home would be
demolished or pushed up against a 16-lane road,
Salus became absorbed in his community in a way
that he didn’t even expect was possible.
He put his self-professed “nerdy obsessions” to
use to inform his neighbours and shape how the
ring road story was told.
SAVE GLENMORE PARK
In 2009, when Tsuu T’ina rejected the proposal for
the ring road going through their land, former Premier Ed Stelmach proposed Plan B, much to Lakeview’s disappointment. The proposed project goes
through 37th Street, demolishing 500 homes in the
process.
The Lakeview Association took action and got
residents involved in stopping the plan. Salus, a
34-year-old father with two young children, was
one of them.
After realizing Salus’ talents in graphic design,
the community association utilized his expertise in
meetings to design T-shirts and logos. And so, the
Save Glenmore Park initiative was created.
Between attending community meetings and
Save Glenmore Park events, Salus became less interested in the current state of the road, and more
interested in its politics
and history.
“I felt there was
Check Out
CalgaryJournal.
something bigger then
CA To See aN ONLINE
what I was doing with
BROADCAST PIECE
design,” Salus says. “I
ABOUT BLOGGER
got really involved with
JESSE SALUS
the story that was going to help myself and
my community.”
4
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Weaselhead Flats isn’t just for biodiversity, but also human diversity. Every year, the
paths, hiking trails, and open spaces are taken advantage of by hikers, cyclists and dog
walkers alike. PHOTO BY JODI EGAN/CALGARY JOURNAL
THE BIRTH OF A BLOG
The problem for Salus was that the ring road
story was different from person to person, which
made it difficult get a true picture of what the
road really was. Journalists especially, he says,
were the best at getting the facts jumbled.
“There were a lot of news articles between
2010 and mid 2011, and one of the things that
struck me was that no two articles had the same
story about the history of the road or why things
were done in certain ways,” Salus says.
So, he started his own research. He looked
through old documents, newspaper clippings
on his home computer and visited province archives looking for municipal planning reports
from decades ago.
When he found an interesting fact, tidbit, or
opinion, he took it to his neighbours, whom Salus
says were incredibly responsive and wanted to
know more.
“I thought, ‘if my neighbours are interested,
what other opportunities are there to get the
story out?’”
Then came the birth of his blog, aptly named
The History of a Road — an immense accumulation of information, both old and new.
Salus even put his graphic design skills to use
by creating easy-to-read maps that help residents understand provincial jargon.
INFLUENCING THE COMMUNITY
Salus’ blog has been the basis for an entire class
on the ring road at Mount Royal University. The
course looks at political, environmental, aboriginal, and historical backgrounds and developments that have come about from planning a

seemingly simple ring road.
Liam Haggarty, professor of the course Crossroads: The Ring Road Controversy, became
friends with him after reading his blog.
Because of his wealth of knowledge regarding
the ring road’s history, Salus has been a source
for journalists and media outlets who want to
get the story straight.
He has been a source for Linda Johnson, his
current MLA. He spoke to her about the history of
the road and got her up to speed on documents
from decades ago dictating the placement and
uses of the road.
Garry Lamb has also been in contact with
Salus during presentations at MRU, and often
exchanges emails about the ring road.
“I enjoyed looking at some of the things he
has accumulated, some of which I didn’t even
know,” Lamb says.
Despite all of his influence, Salus says his goal
these days isn’t about changing political minds.
“Jesse still didn’t consider himself political,”
Haggarty says. “Yet he got involved in a small way
on a political level and now he’s making change.
That’s more important than any vote you cast in
this country.”
The biggest influence he’s had on anyone, though, has been on himself. His intense
research has changed his own opinion on the
road. Salus has moved from activist to informer.
“As a Lakeview resident, of course I don’t want
the road going through my community,” Salus
says. “But as a taxpayer, Calgary needs the road
and Lakeview could very well be the most costeffective option.”

Our City
Sweets and Treats

Elsie’s kitchen
Creating community through
a passion for cooking

T

Tanis Brown
tbrown@cjournal.ca

he smell of fresh buns wafts in the air as
80-year-old Elsie Janes opens the oven
in her Westgate home. The batch that’s
baking is for my grandmother, who is
one of the many neighbours who Janes
treats to her homemade cooking on a daily basis.
It seems like a simple gesture — bringing your
neighbour a plate of cookies — but Janes says
it’s her way of creating a sense of community in a
neighbourhood that has been rocked by change
over the last decade.
Located in southwest Calgary, Westgate recently welcomed the west leg of the LRT. The
45th Street station now borders on their once
quiet neighbourhood. Several of Janes’ old
neighbours have moved away because of it.
“Our neighbourhood has changed a lot over
the years,” Janes says. “You don’t see your neighbours as often anymore and they seem to be
more contained to themselves now. They say
that you should take care of your neighbours,
but if you don’t know who is there you can’t really do that.”

“Not only is her food delicious, the meals she brings
(are) a huge help to us because we can’t drive anymore,” my grandmother,
Judy Hawthorne says. “Getting to grocery store for the
ingredients to make all of
this would be a big task.
“It’s a simple, old fashioned gesture, but it makes
a huge difference in our
day.”

COOKING UP SOME
CHANGE
Janes began baking after
she got married in 1952 and
hasn’t really stopped since.
A homemaker for most of
her life, she made birthday
cakes, cinnamon buns and
homemade meals while her
four children grew up and
just never really altered the
size of the recipes after they
moved out and her husband
passed away in 2002.
“Every week I bake as
much as I can because I truly
Elsie Janes enjoys baking for more than 20 of her Westgate
THE REMEDY
enjoy it,” Janes says. “I find it
neighbours, bringing them homemade baking on a daily basis
For Janes, the solution to this problem can be is a bit of a stress reliever. If
as her way of helping out around the community.
found in the kitchen. Rolling up her sleeves, she I am down and out, instead
Photo by Tanis Brown/Calgary Journal
cooks and bakes everything from lasagna to muf- of feeling sorry for myself I
fins, and even birthday cakes for anyone gracious get busy in the kitchen and
enough to accept them.
then don’t know what to do with it all.”
In fact, Janes takes so much of her baking to
She uses it as a way to introduce herself, but
So she takes it to whomever she thinks could her neighbours, a representative of the City of
then continues to offer her freshly baked goods use it.
Calgary has accused her of running a home busiin order to promote the idea of being a good
“I often think that when kids are working these ness. Janes told the woman that she did have a
neighbour by helping out in whatever way you days and come home, it can be tough to make lot of baking going out of her front door, but that
can.
supper,” Janes says. she was taking it to her neighbours for free. She
“There are always
“I call up the neigh- hasn’t had any trouble since.
people that can’t do
bours and tell them to
“Elsie won’t accept a dime for her baking, dethings and I think this
come on over and pick spite me trying to offer it,” Hawthorne says. “Inis my way of helping
up a little something I stead we try to do what we can for her when she
out,” Janes says. “It’s
made for them. They needs something. We helped her build and paint
the satisfaction that
always think it’s a big a new fence a few years back.”
you are doing stuff
help.”
The kindness Janes has cooked up in her
for people. I like to
Neighbours Ray kitchen has sparked a wave of friendly gestures
help people and the
and Cheryl Forgett at throughout the neighbourhood, says Hawthorne.
only thing that I ask is
the end of the block “I’ll do a favour for the family two doors down
Judy Hawthorne,
that people say thank
couldn’t value Janes and then they will do something for me when I
neighbour
you… and tell me how
help more. “Elsie is the need it. It’s created a bond within our community
good it was!”
baker on our street where we know we can count on each other.”
It’s a tradition she
and is forever bring“The community feeling on our street is like
has carried on since she moved into the neigh- ing her buns around. In return, my husband has it used to be and like it should be,” Forgett says.
bourhood in the 1960s, and she doesn’t plan on made himself the handyman, on call for anyone “We are a very tight knit community, and Elsie
stopping anytime soon, much to the delight of who might need something fixed around their and her cinnamon buns are the glue that holds
the more than 20 people who enjoy Janes’ treats. home,” Cheryl Forgett says.
us all together.”

“Elsie won’t accept
a dime for her
baking, despite me
trying to offer it”

calgaryjournal.ca
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Our City
Morals Check

Alberta ranks high for some vices
Comparing our province’s
‘sins’ to the rest of Canada

A

Colin McHattie
cmchattie@cjournal.ca

lbertans have been seen as smug, cocky
and self-satisfied by other Canadians.
But, in some ways, Albertans don’t have
much to be satisfied about. The Calgary
Journal has compared Alberta to the
rest of Canada using a number of “vice” measures
— including obesity, drinking, divorce, gambling,
smoking and overall crime rates. As shown in the
accompanying infographic, which is based on the
latest Statistics Canada numbers available, Alberta
is consistently among the provinces with the highest vice rates.

cal counselor and sociologist in Calgary, says this
could be for a number of different reasons. She says
that women are continuing to get better jobs that
pay well so they are less reliant on men for income.
“It’s easier to leave if you have the financial means
to,” Ketler-Raposo says.
But when asked specifically why Alberta’s rates
were so high, she could only speak from her own
professional experience with couples and divorce.

“I know a lot of couples work apart, so they have
one partner who is going up to work away from
home and then coming back for periods of time,
and I know that’s very difficult on the adjustment
of the household,” Ketler-Raposo says.
So even though Alberta may be the main
source of Canada’s oil wealth, it is also may be
causing some problems for Albertans when it
comes to our vices.

DRINKING
For example, 21.4 per cent of Albertans sit down
and have five or more drinks at least once a month
in comparison to the 20.3 per cent of the Canadian
population. Miles Craig, the founder and chief executive officer of Canada’s Temperance Foundation, calls that amount of binge drinking “alarming.”
Canada’s Temperance Foundation is a group committed to lowering the rates of drug and alcohol
abuse in Canada. They have dedicated themselves
to educating the public on the lesser-known effects
of alcohol abuse. “Ours is a preventative approach.
Preventing addiction and binge drinking before it
begins,” Craig says.
GAMBLING
Alberta also has a huge amount of gambling revenue. On average, a Canadian citizen will spend $515
a year on gambling, but the average Albertan will
spend $740 a year on gambling.
In fact, according to Alberta Gambling Research
Institute research specialist Garry Smith, “We’ve
got more gambling than most other provinces
and we’ve had it longer.” Smith hypothesizes that
Alberta has such high gambling revenues because
Alberta has more disposable income compared to
other provinces, especially the Maritimes.
DIVORCE
Alberta has the second highest divorce rate among
the provinces.
According to the most recent data available from
Statistics Canada, 46 per cent of marriages were
expected ended in divorce before their 30th anniversary in 2008.
In 2012 that number jumped to 336,198 people.
That means that in one year 9,174 people became
legally separated or divorced in Alberta, which, if
you crunch the numbers, is a growth rate of 2.73
per cent. Lurline Ketler-Raposo, a registered clini6
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A comparison by the Calgary Journal shows that Alberta ranks among the highest all the
provinces in our use of certain vices. infographic BY COLIN MCHATTIE/calgary journal

Our City
BARRIER breakdown?

‘Helicopter parents’ hold
kids back, teachers say
Educators must now ask for
permisison to teach, stunting
learning experiences

A

Hannah Cawsey
hcawsey@cjournal.ca

ease up on being over-protective.
“Kids need to learn for themselves the ups and
downs of life, even if it means them falling down
a few times,” she says.
“They need to learn how to pick themselves
back up.”

THE CHANGES
In recent years, teachers have increasingly had
to hand out permission slips just to cover a curriculum topic because parents are worried the
topic will be too controversial, the teachers that
were interviewed say.
Bowes has handed out countless forms to
parents just so she can teach topics such as the
justice system or a story that was covered in the
news.
“Students are just curious about how the law
works, sexuality and religious rights... We have
to be sure that parents know we are respectful
to all cultures,” Bowes says.
Roy says, “I have heard from other parents that
there seems to be a lot of paper coming home
quite often.
“It does remind parents what’s happening at the
school,” she added.
Married couple Carol and Ray Brydon, both retired teachers from the Calgary Catholic School
District, have also noticed a change in the amount
of permission slips sent home with children.
Both Brydons said that parents have become
increasingly more protective since they started
teaching; they also suggested teachers feel parents don’t trust them as much as they used to.
Joanne Pierrard, a rural schoolteacher, says she
has noticed some changes too.
She said that the teacher-parent roles have
switched. Before, parents had to send
in letters to excuse their children from
a particular activity. Now, she says,
teachers have to ask permission simply
to teach the children.
Bowes, meanwhile, suggested that
parents sometimes allow their kids to
make decisions counter to teachers’
plans.
“Parents in the last few years don’t
send their kids to school on field trip
days or special days because the kids
don’t feel like it, she says.
“If it weren’t beneficial for kids, why
Teachers say they’re struggling to do their jobs
would we put the effort into planning
because of “helicopter parents.”
these activities?”
Photo illustration by Hannah Cawsey/calgary journal

s schools have changed over the years,
increasingly protective parents may
be limiting children’s opportunity to
learn, according to several teachers
interviewed by the Calgary Journal.
Because of what the teachers see as efforts
by so-called “helicopter parents” to filter their
children’s education and protect them from the
risk of failure, teachers are being forced to send
home permission slips at a widely increasing rate.
“Many parents seem to be afraid to let their
children be part of situations where they might
fail,” says Tracey Bowes, a teacher and parent.
Bowes adds that she sends home approximately 10 permission slips a year for any activity that
could be a potential risk or include content that
could be deemed inappropriate such as politics,
sex or religion.
Bowes, a Grade 9 teacher at Chestermere Lake
Middle School, is concerned that today’s youth
are growing up without important experiences
such as failure and critical thinking.
“Children that can’t problem solve grow into
adults that can’t problem solve. We need to give
our kids more credit for what they know and stop
hovering over them to catch them if they fail,”
she says.
Elaine Roy, a parent of two soon-to-be preschoolers, also says that parents need to understand the possibility of their children failing and

“The biggest fear
we should have
as parents and
educators is that we
are raising a group
of children who
are not personally
responsible for their
actions,”
TRACEY BOWES,
teacher
PERMISSIONS
The Calgary Board of Education and the Calgary
Catholic School District policies are to ask permission for any off campus trips. The Calgary Catholic School District also requires permission for sex
education.
But spokeswomen at each board said they
haven’t noticed an increase in the amount permission slips being sent home.
All four teachers interviewed, however, said that
parents previously had to send in a letter if they
didn’t want their child to participate in classes
such as sex education. But now, the teachers must
send home a request for specific permission.
Bowes says that such limitations on teaching
are taking away students’ autonomy and chance
to learn life lessons.
“The biggest fear we should have as parents
and educators is that we are raising a group of
children who are not personally responsible for
their actions,” Bowes says. “When something goes
wrong, it is easy to blame someone else instead
of owning up to a lack of judgment of their part.
“After 22 years of teaching, I still feel that kids
are the same, it’s the adults who have changed.
Kids are still fun, energetic and open to new
ideas... until a world that blames everyone else
for its failures tells them otherwise.”

calgaryjournal.ca
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Our City
COMMUNITY pride

Martindale begins
collaborative cleanup
Neighbours pitch in to keep
streets clean and tidy
DONELLA SWAN
dswan@cjournal.ca

S

tarting at the beginning of April, members
of Martindale will gather twice a week to
walk the streets of the community, picking
up litter along the way.
The idea came about when a few community members wanted to actively engage people in taking pride in the place that they live.
Mary Prasad who has lived in the area for over
10 years, was one of those residents. She has been
part of the project since day one.
“I think this type of project gives community a
sense of pride,” Prasad said. “This is my community
and I’m very proud of it.”
The community of Martindale is located in the
northeast quadrant of the city, just east of the
Calgary International Airport. It’s a bustling community, home to just over 13,600 people according to the 2012 civic census results from the city of
Calgary. The area was built up in the early 1980s,
and the vegetation in the community is quite developed.
Prasad is raising her family in the area, and it’s
easy to see many others are doing the same. As
the sunshine graced the city this past weekend,
many children were out and about on their bikes,
skateboards or enjoying a walk. There were also
many other pedestrians out enjoying the fresh air.
Prasad said it’s very important to keep the streets
clean as many residents take in the outdoors when
the weather is nice. There wasn’t much litter on the
streets. However, due to the volume of people in
the area, it was easy to see why an ongoing cleanup
group is necessary.
There is a large dog park nestled in the area located on Martindale Boulevard, which is one of the
places Prasad said is a hot spot for garbage and
animal waste. Up the road from the dog park is the
Crossing Park School, which was also an area identified for having litter left on the ground, said Prasad.
Martindale has an annual spring cleanup in June,
which has been happening for seven years. But
Prasad said she hopes to get people to help clean
up the litter on a more regular basis.
“Garbage happens everyday,” Prasad said. “Not
just once a year.”
By starting up such a group, Prasad said they
hope to evoke more community pride and a stronger sense of community.
8
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Mary Prasad, who has lived in the Martindale area for over 10 years, is helping to start up
an ongoing community cleanup in hopes of evoking a stronger sense of community pride.
Photo by DONELLA SWAN/calgary journal

The key to the success of such organized events
is getting people involved and understanding
what’s going on, said Kelly Jones, vice president of
the Martindale Community Association.
“(After) a long winter, we need to engage people.
That’s what community is all about,” Jones said.
Starting in the first week of April, the group will
meet regularly Tuesday and Thursday mornings at
9:30 a.m. at the Crossing Park School. The length

of the walks will depend on how many people turn
out and how the weather is co-operating, Prasad
said.
United Way of Calgary and Area is sponsoring the
supplies used for the cleanup including things like
garbage bags and rubber gloves.
“(It’s all about) being proud of your neighbourhood and focusing on the positives and what you
can do to change it,” Prasad said.

Our City
eco-Drains

Rain gardens piloted in
northeast communities
Special design to address
stormwater run-off issues

I

KATHERINE CAMARTA
kcamarta@cjournal.ca

n an effort to improve and stormwater quality, Calgary is experimenting with rain gardens as it implements its continuing stormwater management strategy.
The northeast community of Winston
Heights Mountview is the site of the first two rain
garden pilot projects. The city wants to see both
reduction in volume of run-off and an improvement in the quality of run-off that enters the creek.
One of the main goals of the Stormwater Management Strategy is to reduce the amount of sediment entering the Bow and Elbow Rivers from the
stormwater system. Polluted run-off carries heavy
metals and oil compounds from motor vehicles,
tons of loose dirt, nitrogen and phosphorous from
construction sites, fertilizers and more.
The City of Calgary reports that 75 to 80 per cent
of its stormwater outfall system has no treatment
facilities, allowing significant volumes of untreated
polluted run-off to directly enter the waterways.
The goal is to be at 2005 sediment levels by 2015,
despite the fact the city is continuing to grow.
The Winston Heights Mountview garden includes a variety of plants designed to both treat
and remove water that would otherwise flow freely
into the storm system.
The community bore no cost for the garden —
and with the proper choice of plants the garden
could become self-sustaining — according to Linda Sharp, a life-long resident of Winston Heights
Mountview who was active in the development of
the rain gardens in the summer of 2012.
Sharp described the community’s experience as
very positive, noting that the avid gardeners are
eagerly awaiting spring to see how well the garden
has wintered and how it will manage the spring’s
increased water challenges.
How a Rain Garden Works

A rain garden is basically a depression whose layers
of specially chosen soils mimic the soils of areas
where water naturally filters slowly through the
ground. Natural vegetation planted in the depression will absorb nutrients and other elements that
would otherwise end up polluting the end water
source.
Krista Vopicka, the environmental engineer for
the City of Calgary who is responsible for the rain

The City of Calgary reports that 75 per cent to 80 per cent of its stormwater outfall system
has no treatment facilities. infographic courtesy of Sustainable Cities Collective
garden pilot program, refers to a rain garden as
similar to the “pot and kettle” topography seen in
nature, where bushes and trees are clustered together in depressed ravine-like structures.
Vopicka notes that the choice of plants and soil
media will be closely monitored for success over
a three-year period. The challenge will be to find
plants to withstand the chinooks which “wreak
havoc” in Calgary.
Success will be measured by concrete evidence
of both reduction in water volume and improvement in water quality. The gardens include metering technology that will enable the city to accuracy
understand whether the pilot gardens are performing as expected.
While city spokesperson Octavia Malinowski said
that the city would not release its costs as of yet,
the Capital Regional District, which is the regional
government for the southern tip of Vancouver Island, notes on its website that the “costs of building
rain gardens compare favourably with conventional stormwater management facilities.”
Mark Stout, a Bridgeland resident and volunteer
director of planning for the community association
confirmed that city approached the community
with the rain garden initiative in late 2011.

Stout said the open houses and consultation processes included input from all the demographic
groups in the diverse community. He noted that
most residents viewed the initiative positively. “We
see it as a gift from the City”, he said.
Rain garden pros and cons

Rain gardens are popular in other cities, particularly
in areas of greater rainfall. But, they are not without
their critics.
Lisa Stiffler, writing in Sightline Daily, said a small
but vocal group in the Seattle area had petitioned
the municipality to stop the spread of rain gardens.
They claim children would drown in the standing water; mosquitos would successfully reproduce
in this new breeding ground; elderly, young and
disabled people would be confronted with the
hazards of a steeply-sided garden; and property
values would drop.
However, the Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation encourages Canadians to embrace the
gardens to reduce run-off, ensure proper drainage
and improve water quality.
Without rain gardens it warns of deteriorating
water quality and habitats for aquatic species and
increased instability for shorelines and riverbanks.
calgaryjournal.ca
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politics
reap what we sow

No taxes mean less farming
says ex-minister
Former MLA says
agriculture on the menu
without government
representation

A

KELSEY SIMPSON
ksimpson@cjournal.ca

fter fighting for the farm fuel rebate at
the budget table for years, a former agriculture minister has said that he believes
increased taxation could have saved the
rebate program. But a ministry spokesperson said such an increase wasn’t an option,
stating that “tough decisions” had to be made as
a result.
After the 2013 budget came down March 7, the
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development
experienced cuts to operational spending that totaled $281.9-million. Included in the cut was the
six cent farm fuel rebate program that was forecast
to have been a $32.5-million expense in the past
fiscal year.
In an interview with the Calgary Journal, Jack
Hayden — a retired Progressive Conservative MLA
who served as the minister of agriculture and rural
development between Jan. 2010 and Oct. 2011 —
said, “I fought this (cut) every year at the budget
meetings and said it was too important to agriculture to get rid of.”
When asked what other options he thought
the current agriculture minister had, Hayden replied, “I don’t know where there is an awful lot
of room (for cuts), but my own personal feeling
on it is that we are the lowest taxed province or
territory in the entire country and not by a little
bit, but by an awful lot. So I think I would have
looked at some taxation values.”
Hayden said the impact of cutting the farm
fuel rebate program is significant, and “it is an
awful lot of money” lost by farmers. He also said
that “it definitely is going to have an effect” on
agriculture.
The farmer from Endiang, Alta. has been on
several government boards while a member of
the provincial legislature, including ministerial
positions for the Department of Tourism, Parks
and Recreation, the Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development and the Department of
Infrastructure.
“Probably years ago we should have done
some adjustments as a province to some of the
taxation rates, “ said Hayden, commenting on
10 MAY 2013
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Agriculture is Alberta’s second biggest industry, but with the cut of the farm fuel rebate
program, more than 45,000 producers will be left to swallow their entire diesel bills for
their heavy-duty equipment. Photo by kelsey simpson/calgary journal
Alberta’s low taxes coupled with high average
incomes. “That is quite a combination to not expect revenue problems somewhere down the
road.”
Cathy Housdorff, press secretary from the Minister of Agriculture’s Office, says that under Premier Alison Redford’s clear stand on no increasing
or new taxes, it was hard to find things to cut.
“That is the mandate all of the ministers were operating under when looking at the budget and
Minister Olson had to find savings and he had
some tough decisions, he admits it was tough.”
For his part, Hayden said many Albertans don’t
recognize the economic value of agriculture.
“We have ourselves in a pretty dangerous situation right now,” he said, noting that many agricultural ridings are represented by Wildrose MLAs
rather than those from Alberta’s governing party.
Hayden says this is a definite problem when it
comes to agriculture funding in the new budget.
“When it comes to those types of discussions
around the budget table it comes down to an
old quote that I think is true: if you are not at the
table, you are on the menu,” Hayden said.

“I don’t know
where there is an
awful lot of room
(for cuts), but
my own personal
feeling on it is that
we are the lowest
taxed province or
territory in the
entire country.”
jack Hayden,
former minister of agriculture
and rural development

ENVIRONMENT
innovation investment

Biochar boasts
many benefits
How a form of charcoal
could aid Alberta

T

TRAVIS BORSTMAYER
tborstmayer@cjournal.ca

he federal and provincial governments
invested more than a million dollars of
research funds in 2012 to help promote
the biochar industry in Alberta.
But commercialization in Alberta is still
a long way off.
Biochar is a form of charcoal made from organic
wastes — usually from agricultural or forestry discards. It is produced through pyrolysis, a burning
process that takes place in a low oxygen environment. Biochar’s advocates say it has potential to
boost crop yield, clean up wastewater, reclaim mine
sites and sequester carbon.
That is why the federal government and the Alberta government research arm — Alberta Innovates Technology Futures — granted $1.35 million
to Lakeland College.
That money was used to allow the college, based
in Vermillion, Alta., to buy two mobile pyrolysis
units.
Anthony Anyia, the scientist who oversees the
biomass pyrolysis program, said that the mobile
units allow researchers to travel directly to various

“Successful
commercialization of
biochar systems will
take many different
pathways depending
on desired outcomes,
local conditions
and national and
international
policies.”
The international
Biochar initiative

Biochar, made through pyrolysis, has many potential environmental advantages as
illustrated in the above diagram. infographic courtesy of the alberta biochar program

forestry and agricultural waste production sites
in Alberta, removing the high cost of moving the
waste materials to a centralized location for treatment.
Studies are expected to lead to sufficient understanding of the various source materials and their
characteristics to enable customized blending of
biochar products for use in different commercial
applications.
Anyia said a commercial greenhouse is expected
to open early next year in Whitecourt, Alta., using
biochar produced from wood waste at the local
pulp mill.
Biochar is also being investigated in Alberta and
elsewhere for its carbon sequestration potential.
The carbon in biochar resists degradation and once
the biochar is buried in the soil, carbon will stay
sequestered for long periods, making it carbon
negative.
Work is underway to assess if government polices and incentives such as development of a carbon
credit market for biochar may be needed to fully
deploy the industry in this province.
Biochar is also being considered for use in green
roofs as a growing medium given that it is significantly lighter than most soils, holds water well and
supports retention of soil nutrients. AITF spokesperson Scott Lundy said that such niche applications

might be where commercialization first occurs with
the help of the ongoing research.
It is hoped that biochar may be an effective treatment for oil sands and other mine tailings ponds.
Biochar has the potential capacity to absorb toxins
from the water in tailings in the same general fashion as an activated carbon filtration system. Biochar
is expected to be less expensive than activated
carbon and biochar can be more easily sourced if
made from locally available forestry waste.
The International Biochar Initiative says, “Successful commercialization of biochar systems will
take many different pathways depending on desired outcomes, local conditions and national and
international policies”.
The Initiative lists over 100 companies and organizations committed to support researchers, commercial entities, farmers and gardeners interested
in promoting biochar production and use.
One such company is The Biochar Company,
LLC of Philadelphia, founded in 2011. The company offers its SoilReef biochar product on-line
to gardeners. The product is touted as a soil aid
to enhance gardens. It is a blend of organic farm
compost, worm castings and biochar made from
waste products.
In Alberta, “at the end of the day, commercialization will be driven by industry and economics,”
Anyia said.
calgaryjournal.ca
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environment
education Action

Time for a ‘Revolution?’
Filmmaker Rob Stewart says
planet needs societal change
RACHEL KANE
rkane@cjournal.ca

C

onservationist-turned-filmmaker Rob
Stewart is on a mission to save humanity.
Stewart travelled to 15 countries while
filming his new movie, Revolution. The
documentary highlights environmental
problems and suggests ways to save humanity.
Refusing to accept the degradation of earth,
Stewart believes victory is possible for Canada despite a poor environmental record (the country received the dubious “Colossal Fossil” award six years
running at the UN Climate Change Conference).
In 2007, Stewart’s first film, Sharkwater, provided
an inside look at shark finning. It has won over 35
awards at film festivals worldwide and helped bring
about numerous shark fin bans.
Toronto-native Stewart recently visited Calgary
and talked with the Calgary Journal about environmental problems, Alberta’s place in the global
picture and how people can take action.
Sharkwater focused on shark finning.
Revolution looks at the broader issue
of saving humanity. What sparked the
change of focus?
At the movie premier of Sharkwater in Hong Kong,
a woman in the audience said, “Why stop us from
eating shark fin soup if all the fish are going to be
gone by 2048?”
I went to figure out what was going on and found
we were putting so much carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere that we could cause mass extinction
in the oceans. So if we want to save anything we’ve
got to save everything — it sort of made the shark
mission seem smaller than we needed to battle.
Trying to save humanity is a big challenge. What makes it worth it or what
keeps you motivated to continue?
Because it’s working. People are getting inspired
and excited. Education is changing the world. Behaviours are changing.
Sharkwater taught us all we need to do is educate
people and they will make good decisions. Right
now we’ve got an awareness gap we could bridge
with education. We could usher in a beautiful world
where we design a paradise for us and for millions
of other species, instead of a world with extinctions,
pollution and degradation of eco systems.
You tackle major environmental problems in Revolution: species loss, environmental degradation, ocean acidification.
What action plan are you proposing?
Mass education. The way the world works now is
12 MAY 2013
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In Revolution, Rob Stewart explores environmental impacts including those of the Alberta
tar sands. While filming he attended and photographed anti-tar sands protests that are
also featured in the movie. Photo courtesy of Rob Stewart
enormously profitable, it’s a great system to have
economic growth, to cut down the forests, mine
out the oceans, mine out the oil and sell that to
people. We’ve got to be educated so we feel bad
about engaging in things that are destructive and
good about engaging in things that are sustainable. We need to redesign our economy so it’s not
built on the destruction of our life support system.
Maybe it should be built on the restoration of our
ecosystems instead.
The oil sands are flagged as being very
harmful to the environment, yet Alberta’s economy depends on oil revenues.
How can we influence change in an oilcentered city like Calgary?
If people understood that four out of the five mass
extinctions in the past have been caused by ocean
acidification and we’re now causing the oceans to
go acidic faster than most of those extinctions —
we’re on the precipice of wiping out life on earth.
That would make Calgary useless. If Canada were
looking after the long-term health and happiness
of its citizens it might exploit the tar sands at a later
date when it could figure out how to do that without destroying the environment, without releasing
massive amounts of carbon.
What does being part of the revolution
mean for the average Canadian? How
do lifestyles have to change?
If everybody lived like we do in Canada we would
need six earths to sustain life. That said, some fundamental changes in government policy would unleash the genius of corporations to figure this out.
If you made pollution illegal instead of negotiating
what quantities you’re allowed, you would make
corporations figure out how to conduct business
without polluting. If you took some of the $3-billion
a year from the tar sands and put that into educational institutions in Alberta, and said ‘figure out

how to harness the sun,’’ we’d probably get really
far.
We shouldn’t be planning on massive growth or
new development — it’s irresponsible.
When there are so many big issues to
tackle, is it still important to isolate
smaller issues within the bigger picture?
It’s important to tackle everything. Everyone
should take what they’re most passionate about
and smash that together where you’re working for
good. The planet needs it, future generations need
it, species need it. Talking about climate change is
distracting us from the problem, because climate
change is a symptom of the problem, not the problem itself. You’ve got to heal the sickness, and the
sickness is too many people consuming too much.
People tend to shy away from involvement saying, “I’m only one person what
can I do!” What do you say to them?
It’s always only been one person that’s changed
the world, like Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King,
Mother Theresa, Hitler. It’s one person, one idea that
pushes everything, and one person times seven
billion is a lot. You affect the world in a massive way
everyday. Whether you realize it or not and whether
you take that power or not, is the choice.
What was your most eye-opening experience while filming Revolution?
Learning about Alberta’s role in this whole problem.
We went all over the world looking for the biggest,
most atrocious environmental issues. And it was
here in Alberta. It’s the biggest source of carbon
in the world; but the coolest thing was the young
people’s push to try to stop it.
Editor’s note: Questions and answers have been
edited for length and clarity.

healthy living
Medicinal Marijuana

Users and growers upset with
Ottawa’s new pot policy
Changes will see
grow-op licenses revoked,
prices more than doubled

C

KYLE NAPIER
knapier@cjournal.ca

algary users and growers of medicinal
marijuana are predicting upcoming
changes to Ottawa’s pot policy will force
some patients to access their medication
illegally.
On March 31, 2014, Canada’s new marijuana
policy will take away existing licenses that give
patients the right to grow their own pot. The new
policy will also affect larger commercial growers,
who will be required to increase prices from $4 per
gram to $8.80 per gram.
The new policy — laid out in Health Canada’s
Marijuana for Medical Purposes Regulations
(MMPR) — replaces the existing program, called
the Marijuana Medical Access Regulations (MMAR).
Designated growers losing
their licenses
Calgarian Grant Cluff lives with multiple sclerosis and for years has had to deal with musclebuckling and spasms. Constant pain forced the
former high school history teacher to reire early.
Cluff has been legally growing his medicinal
marijuana since 2001, but will lose his license
with the new changes.
“Only through growing can I afford to reap the
benefits of this plan,” Cluff said.
Prior to being licensed, he said that he had
been prescribed “a cocktail of drugs,” which he
said damaged his body and drove him to depression — and almost suicide.
“Baclofen weakens the muscles but does control spasms. It’s a trade-off, whereas I don’t have
to make that trade-off when I use marijuana.
“The fact is that I don’t need other drugs,
mostly because the marijuana is all-inclusive. It
handles just about all of my ailments.”
Since 2001, Cluff has been able to consume an
ounce of homegrown marijuana daily to treat
his symptoms. Lately, he has been spraying the
leaves with raw carrots, which he said has minimal cognitive effects, but still treats his physical
symptoms.
Having invested thousands of dollars on a hydroponic system, Cluff is concerned he will be
left with the expensive equipment — but no
legal garden.
“If those changes do happen, it’s going to drive
people like myself and others into clandestine

Since 2001, Canada has allowed certain patients with debilitating conditions to purchase,
use and grow marijuana for medicinal purposes. On April 1, 2014, many of these patients
will lose access to sustainable means to this medication. Photo couresty of by Flickr.com/ilmungo
(transactions) — because nobody can afford $8
a gram.”

such as Grant Cluff.
Obhrai refused to comment on the matter.

Health Canada defends decision
Health Canada manages Canada’s medicinal marijuana programs. As of Aug. 13, 2012, a report by
Health Canada stated there were roughly 22,000
Canadians with licenses to consume medicinal
marijuana. Of these users, 80 per cent possessed
designated licenses to grow.
Stephane Shank, media relations officer for
Health Canada, said the rationale for collapsing the
program is laid out in a government report. In it,
Health Canada highlighted concerns raised by law
enforcement and fire officials who have connected
home-based grow operations to increased potential for house fires, mold, illicit selling and home
invasions.
The document did not directly address what
growers like Cluff are supposed to do with their
medicinal marijuana garden equipment once the
current program is shelved.
In a telephone interview, Shank said, “The department can’t address that because it’s not in
Health Canada’s mandate to tell those individuals
what to do.
“The equipment belongs to individuals, and it’s
up to them what they do with it.”
Conservative Member of Parliament Deepak
Obhrai was contacted twice by the Calgary Journal about his government’s decision to take away
growing privileges from people in his constituency,

Medicinal user frustrated
with jump in price
Since 2001, Calgarian Fred Bell has been ordering
his medicinal pot online through groups like the BC
Compassion Club Society and designated growers
in Calgary.
He uses marijuana to treat irreparable nerve and
muscle damage to his hip that will likely leave him
on crutches for the rest of his life. Without medication, Bell said he endures constant pain and experiences occasional leg seizures.
Bell predicts two things will happen once the
new rules come into effect — people will resort
to illegal means to access marijuana, or they will
return to drugstore pharmaceuticals.
“If they charged $8.80 a gram, I can almost 100
per cent guarantee the people on this program are
either going to continue their grow without legal
representation, or they’re going to go the way of
pills.”
Under the new policy, Bell predicted he’ll have
to resort to once again using pills that he insists
damaged his organs and led to surgeries.
“I’m going to have to go with what worked before, which was being drugged out of my head,
because it kills the pain,” Bell said. “I don’t want to
be back on those pills.”
The new medicinal marijuana policies are expected to roll out in April 2014.
calgaryjournal.ca
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healthY living
work risk

Workers’ Compensation Board
says strain is top claim in 2012
Poor positioning, especially
while working on computers,
cited as root cause of injury
Jenica Foster
jfoster@cjournal.ca

C

algarian Davin Wine extended his
arms as high as he could above his
head. Then his fingers interlaced as
his arms tumbled downwards to reach
in front of his body.
Wine was seen stretching in his t-shirt on a
winter’s day — nicknamed the “polar bear” for
failing to dress for the weather by his friends
— Wine seems to thwart the elements, but
he’s realized he’s not invincible. About four
years ago, Wine began noticing pain in his
forearms.
It was a combination of consecutive 18-hour
days and being slumped over a computer, as
a wire line engineer on the rigs, that led to
Wine’s repetitive strain injury. He said the pain
shooting through his forearm often affected
life outside of work as well.
“I basically resigned myself to dealing with it
and living with the pain,” he said.
Wine is one out of an estimated 10 Canadians who suffer from repetitive strain injury,
according to Statistics Canada in 2001. The
Workers Compensation Board of Alberta has
also noticed large amounts of people suffering from this injury. They published a report
that said in 2012 there were 11,444 long-term
strain claims. This injury was by far the top of
the list, with superficial wounds being the next
most claimed injury in 2012 at 2,647.
The injury develops because repetitive motions create miniature tears in the muscles,
causing a build-up of scar tissue, said Trae
Tanner, registered massage therapist at JoyChi
Health Clinic in Calgary. This scar tissue makes
the muscle less flexible, causing pain, he
added.
There are a number of ways people can
prevent repetitive strain. But, ergonomic
consultant Rachel Tran of ErgoRisk Management Group said many people need convincing that the way they position themselves
— especially when working at computers —
causes injury.
The large number of claims relating to
strain is the reason the last day of February is
Repetitive Strain Injury Awareness day.
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Davin Wine is one of the 11,444 Canadians who suffer from repetitive strain injuries,
according to Statistics Canada. Photo illustration by Jenica Foster/calgary journal

Tips to prevent strain when sitting at a computer:
•Place the top of the computer monitor at eye level
•Make sure your feet touch the floor
•Adjust chair armrests so that arms create a 90˚ angle
•Use an ergonomic mouse, such as a vertical mouse
•Use a paper holder if you are entering large amounts of data

healthY living
MEAL TIPS

Small steps lead to healthy
eating success
Cutting out salt, sugar and
fat without drastic diet
changes

W

Larissa Pinhal
lpinhal@cjournal.ca

hile many of us strive to maintain a
healthy diet, we’re still bombarded
with complicated diet fads and celebrity news that remind us of our
not-so-healthy decisions.
But rather than feeling defeated and changing
all our eating habits, making small adjustments
can guide us into better habits and healthier lifestyle says Maira Quintanilha, a registered dietician
for Alberta Health Services.
“Set smart goals,” Quintanilha says as she lists
five tips and methods to help you to stay on track
and reduce sugar, salt and fat in order to get to a
healthier you.
1. SHOP WITH A LIST
Quintanilha says the start to making healthier decisions in food is preparation and stepping away
from processed foods.
“Get an idea of what your meals will look like,”
she suggests. “Even if you shop for the next three
days and look for the best options, that’s a start.”
In addition to starting with a list, reading labels
will help you choose products with low sugar, salt
and fat content — as well as those high in vitamins, explains Quintanilha.
Nicole Boisvert, marketing coordinator for Community Natural Foods, says that many of their
customers are people seeking to eat healthy or
organically once a health crisis is brought to their
attention.
She went on to say clients often make a “series
of small steps after coming to the store, and then
branch out.”
In 2012, the Environmental Working Group —
an environmental health research organization
— introduced the “Dirty Dozen” list of 12 produce
products, such as apples and spinach, which use
the most pesticides., Boisvert says.
“Purchasing these organically is a good stepping stone to get into organics.”
Boisvert says with Community Natural Foods
and purchasing organic food “you are paying for
the true cost of food and for your health,” as well
as the environmental standards of water use and
animal treatment.
Both Quintanilha and Boisvert agree that with
grocery shopping, cooking time, convenience and
price plays a factor into consumers eating healthy.

2. CHANGE YOUR SPICES — CUT SALT
Quintanilha says using different spices can decrease the amount of salt used when cooking
while improving flavour and taste.
“Basil, cilantro and parsley can be used, and you
can get creative,” Quintanilha says.
Although purchasing several different spices
may come at a cost, Quintanilha suggests taking
the step a little further and growing your own
spices in a vase by a window.

“It is a step at
a time that sets
people for success.”
Maira Quintanilha,
registered dietician

3. CHOOSE THE BEST COOKING METHOD
When it comes to home-cooked meals, Quintanilha
says the way food is prepared can be a small step
that leads to reaching your goals.
For those that do not have time to cook — or
dislike it — Quintanilha says when eating out you
can still make better decisions. The most important
thing to consider when dining away from home
in order to make a healthy choice and reduce salt,
sugar and fat, is cooking methods.
“Choose salmon or chicken that is baked or
broiled — not fried,” Quintanilha says. She also
advocates “getting a vegetarian option or looking
ahead at the menu online to help make a better
decision.”
Ev Foley, kitchen manager of The Coup restaurant, says their vegetarian menu tends to surprise
the mix of clients that come into their location on
Uptown 17th Avenue S.W.
“There are a lot of healthy people, but we get big
dudes who have never tried anything like it before,”
Foley says. “They’re surprised they like it.”
The restaurant tries to use locally grown products
as much as possible to give “food a better flavour,”
according to Foley. Even more, The Coup’s cooking methods strive to be healthy with their recipes
including steamed and roasted methods to cook
and hold in nutrients of produce.
Quintanilha says in addition to cooking methods,
reducing the portion size can be key to taking in
less of the three components that fill our diets.
“Aim for a healthy plate: half veggies, a quarter

rice and a quarter meat,” says Quintanilha.
The overall size is important too, so if you’re eating out and the restaurant doesn’t order half sizes,
stretch your dollar and take half of it to go for the
next day’s lunch, she suggests.
Meanwhile, a small decision like a tomato sauce
— over a cream sauce — which will cut fat and
salt — can help you to achieve your goal. Quintanilha says, “It is a step at a time that sets people
for success.”
4. MAKE SUBSTITUTIONS — REDUCE FAT
While cooking is a challenge for some, Quintanilha
offers some tips to bakers wishing to make their
cakes, cookies and muffins on the healthier side.
“Interesting ideas have been tested by dieticians
to reduce fat in baking by substituting [for] oil,” says
Quintanilha.
Quintanilha advises using applesauce or mashed
pumpkin instead of oil — or half and half — which
will not change the texture of baked goods.
“Making one substitution can have an impact
on the final product without changing the recipe
completely,” she says, adding that these changes
can also improve taste.

5. COOK UP YOUR OWN SAUCE — DECREASE
SUGAR
While salt is one obvious concern, reducing sugar is
also important. Consumers, Quintanilha says, have
no control over premade products and their sugar
amount — giving home cooking another healthy
quality.
“Sauce has added sugar — that can be cut by
making your own at home,” she says.
Natural sugars from fruits and vegetables are
plentiful when making a sauce or marinade, says
Quintanilha.
Further, she again stresses the importance of
reading labels when shopping for canned produce: “Avoid added sugar. Canned fruit is healthy,
but you have to be sure it is canned in water instead
of syrup.”
To make positive changes, Quintanilha stresses
being realistic with diet and healthy eating goals,
advocating, “be specific, track and attain” as fundamentals in ensuring achievement.
More so, the dietician encourages small steps
and a gradual process to better eating habits —
whatever they may be. And by using these tips at
home, she says, the dangerous trio of sugar, salt
and fat can all be kept in check.
“I understand that people are busy and the task
of cooking is daunting, but you are more likely to
be eating healthy if you are preparing at home,” she
adds. “At the same time though, you can still make
better choices elsewhere.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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the LENS

The view from above
nicole butz
nbutz@cjournal.ca

Alberta, bounded on the west by British Columbia, on the south by the state of Montana, on the east by Saskatchewan and on the north by the Northwest
Territories, has a surface area of 661,190 sq. km. From the prairies, to the badlands, and to the majestic Rockies, the province of Alberta has so much to offer.
Though you don’t need to ride in a helicopter to see the province’s beauty, a view from above will give you a new perspective.
Clockwise from top left:
Calgary is visible
on a clear day.
A creek winds its way
through the prairies.
The Rocky Mountains
to the west of the city.
Verne Thorarinson is getting his pilot license so he
can enjoy the views from
his helicopter whenever
he wants.
Wild horses run as the
helicopter gets close to
them west of Calgary
near the mountains.
Trees are lined up on a tree
farm near Millarville.
Verne Thorarinson fully inspects his helicopter before
taking it up for a flight.
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calgary VOICES
Garbage Games

You can’t fight
waste by eating it
Dumpster diving
an impractical approach
to eradicating waste
Anna brooks
abrooks@cjournal.ca

S

poiled eggs. Rusty apple cores. Bags
of dog crap. Not the archetypal items
found in the aisles of your local grocery
store. Unless of course, your local grocery store happens to be a dumpster.
Like Instagram, sushi and Buddy Holly glasses,
the dumpster diving fad has taken the world by,
er, garbage. When I asked my cousin — a budding garbage gorger — to explain the appeal of
digging through people’s bagged unwanteds, he
launched into a diatribe about consumers, capitalists and any other right-wingers “responsible”
for the mounting piles of wasted food across the
globe.
He was right about one thing. According to the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations, worldwide we waste “1.3 billion tons of
food produced for human consumption per year.”
A staggering statistic? Yes. But is rooting through
dumpsters to save best-before buns, battered
boxes of cereal and still-sealed yogurt cups the
best way to address global food crises?
Aside from perpetuating
the rejection of consumerism, dumpster diving does
have its perks. “Freegans”
— quite simply, people who
eat for free — get no line, no
cover at your neighbourhood
dumpster. Anomalous artists
can salvage creativity from
what others have bagged and tossed. It’s a cashfree alternative for poverty-stricken families.
One “innovative” father from North Carolina
told NBC News that he dumpster dives strictly to
put groceries on the table for his three children.
Regarding his 14-year-old son, he said: “I don’t
like getting all the way into dumpsters unless
there’s something really valuable in there, but my
son doesn’t mind as much. He’ll jump right in.”
When the money runs short what kind of provider watches clean-handed as their child does
all the digging for them? Are you also teaching
them that trespassing is just a myth, and that
health hazards are only in fairytales?
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DANGEROUS
DIVERS
Something fanciful fathers like Mr.
North Carolina may
not have taken into
account are public
health regulations.
Alberta Housing
and Health Standards states that inside a home, “rooms
that are used for
food preparation
and cooking shall
have walls and
floors constructed
of materials which
do not provide
As the amount of food produced and wasted per year grows, so
harbourage to dirt,
does the number of dumpster divers. Photo by roxy secara/calgary journal
grease, vermin and
bacteria.” Maybe
you don’t cook in a dumpster, but you’re eating looking for transaction records, copies of credit
from a pantry that’s the ultimate harbourer of applications, insurance forms, cheques, financial
filth.
statements and old income tax returns.”
Not only do divers have to navigate around
Dumpster divers complain about waste; now we
needles, broken glass or other equally pointy cul- have to waste more energy shredding all our scraps
prits, less overt dangers, such as contaminants and before they can be safely disposed of?
chemicals, can remain furtive all the way up to an
inevitable ride to the hospital.
WHAT ARE WE DIVING FOR?
According to the Canadian Medical Associa- The last dive I will take at the dumpsterly-inclined
tion Journal, these brave scrap is that your “contribution” to eradicating food waste
scroungers are in danger of in- is more accurately a hindrance. For dumpster divgesting pesticides, fecal mat- ing to be a viable solution to the economic crisis,
ter and other bacteria-ridden everyone worldwide would need to be bum-up or
refuse. Even washing food af- knee-deep in trash, not just a select few.
ter it’s been “saved” from the
Not enough divers have considered farming or
garbage “does not guarantee agriculture as an option; small operations are cost
contaminants or chemicals will saving, and are ways to produce and consume
be eliminated.”
what one wishes rather than scowling at corporate waste.
FINANCIAL FREEDOM
This is partly what makes me believe that dumpDivers also face legal implications. Since many ster diving is not a solution, but a statement. Like
receptacles reside on private property, digging picketers who think a handcrafted sign is a more
through them is considered trespassing.
noble form of feckless bitching, if divers really care,
An article published in Reuter’s Magazine report- they need to enact change, not just dig through it.
ed that “a Manhattan law firm left 61 dumpsters The Urban Foods Initiative — a nonprofit retail
worth of confidential case files on city streets” in store operating out of Boston — is doing just that,
May 2009. The law firm may be at fault for not dis- working specifically on a business plan to provide
posing of its records appropriately, but if a garbage “expired, but otherwise edible food to low-income
is not a suitable place to throw things out, what is? people.” A sustainable, taxable venture that is conIdentity theft has also been an issue. The govern- tributable to the economy while working against
ment of Canada states: “shredding or destroying waste.
sensitive personal documents before tossing them
If people took more significant dives, I would be
into the garbage will help defeat dumpster divers writing a much different article.

calgary voices
WAX WOES

Have you
done ear
candling?
Reporter tries alternative
procedure to ‘clear your head’

F

CONOR MAHONEY
cmahoney@journal.ca

ace down!” she says, giggling.
An unlikely statement for me to hear
from anyone, let alone my mother. Now
she’s flicking a Bic lighter — jeez. She
looks at me in this weird way like this is
my cue; she’s ready to be “Dr. Mom” once again.
She begins to cut a hole in a paper plate, and
then rests it on the left side of my face. This is
necessary for ear candling — it prevents ashes
from getting on your face. Mom smiles at me like
she did when I was five, you know, like, when it
was her to job smile at me like that.
She inserts the wickless candle in my ear.
Meanwhile, I’m L-shaped over our kitchen countertop in northwest Calgary.
The procedure — touted by some alternative
health proponents as a home remedy to improve
general health by removing toxins in built up
ear wax — might be disputed as ineffective by
some, but I thought I’d try it for myself to see if
the candles do work.
As we get started, I carefully remind Mom of
the rules: do not burn my hair, and make sure
you do not burn this face you gave me.
She nervously laughs, pretending to know
what she’s doing, even though she doesn’t,
and has no formal health care or spa training.
“If spring cleaning represents cleaning
your home, car, and office, why not clean
out your orifices as well?” Mom says,
laughing. I ignore her.
She lights the candle and is overly
enthusiastic, at first. “Do you hear
that?” she shrieks. “That’s the dirt being sucked
out.” I ignore her.
The procedure is painless and odorless.
It involves placing a cone-shaped wax candle in
the ear canal and supposedly extracting built-up
ear wax and other toxins with the help of smoke,
heat and suction. The origins of candling are
said to have taken place in Ancient Tibet, China,
Egypt, and the pre-Columbian Americas.
The procedure is said to create a low-level
vacuum that draws wax and other debris out of
the ear canal. Some advocate that the procedure
removes impurities from the inner ear, facial sinuses, or even the brain itself, all of which are

My experience “ear candling” to supposedly cleanse my ear canal.
Photo by CONOR MAHONEY/calgary journal

connected to the ear canal.
But ear candling has been much disputed,
including a Health Canada advisory updated in
2011 that calls the procedure “popular,” but “dangerous.”
“There is no scientific proof to support claims
that ear candling has medical benefits,” the
advisory says. “In fact, Health Canada ran
lab tests that showed ear candling creates
no significant heating or suction in the
ear canal.”
Meanwhile, in a separate letter to
anyone selling the product, Health Canada writes
that, “Ear candles represent a potential health
hazard to users.”
Ear candling nonetheless continues to be popular, and kits for the procedure can be bought
for an average price of $15 at general nutrition
shops such as GNC. Instructions in the kits note
possible burns from hot wax, ear canal obstruction and fires.
But Mom carefully supervises the burning wax
as it sucks God knows how much gunk out of
my ear that has accumulated since the last time
I used a Q-Tip, and beyond.
“What does it look like?” I ask. “Shh, stay still,”

she says. “Calm down,” I reply.
After five minutes of giggles and apprehensive comments on my part, she seems focused.
She’s in full-fledged Dr. Mom-zone now…Or so
I thought.
Then the phone rings.
She’s now reaching for the landline. In the corner of my eye I can see the flame inching toward
my face.
I begin to feel around for my iPhone, I can’t find
it. I’m trapped until she gets off the phone with
her business call.
Eventually, the candle is so close to my face,
Mom blows it out. Now we’re ready for the reward.
We open up the bottom of the candle, where
we see a sizeable amount of debris that has been
extracted.
Serious gunk.
The gunk looks like it could have been extracted from a drainpipe, better yet a vacuum cleaner.
Alternative medicine is a subjective practice.
I feel no different after the procedure, so even
after trying it, I can’t say whether or not it works.
But I felt the activity was interesting, and worth
giving it a try.
calgaryjournal.ca
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THINGS TO DO
community discovery

What’s new and what to do
in Bridgeland
New shops and restaurants
add to ‘up-and-coming’
Calgary neighbourhood

B

ALYSSA FISCHER & DANIELLE HARDER
afischer@cjournal.ca, dharder@cjournal.ca

ridgeland is Calgary’s most “up-andcoming” community, as described by
homeowners and storeowners in the
area.
“I just bought my condo and it’s
beautiful,” said Carmen Wenstrom, a new homeowner in Bridgeland. “The view looks over downtown, and there are tons of trees.”
The blossoming, youthful community — formerly known as Riverside — is located in downtown’s northeast. The entrance into the community, located at 1010 Memorial Drive N.E., has
slowly been rebuilding from old to new.
CHANGING QUICKLY
As a community established in 1908, its older
homes are small and reflect on Calgary’s history. However, new condo developments bring
a modern touch to the neighbourhood, along
with its almost 6,000 residents.
City of Calgary community social statistics
show that in 2011, Bridgeland had a total population of 5,254. This area is a younger neighbourhood, with 22.8 per cent of residents aged 25 to
34 years old.
As a community, 72.8 per cent of the homes are
owned, whereas only 27.2 per cent are rented.

Sister’s Home displays many designs from
various designers from all across North
America. PHOTO BY DANIELLE HARDER/CALGARY JOURNAL
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The Blue Star Diner, located at 809 1st Ave. N.E., is the one of the newest additions to
the Bridgeland area, offering locally grown, vegan and gluten-free breakfast and lunch
options. PHOTO BY DANIELLE HARDER/CALGARY JOURNAL
WHAT TO DO
“It’s great if I’m ever having people over for dinSister’s Home, one of the area’s newest shops, ner and don’t have time after work,” Paton said.
carries clothing brands and designers from
Another restaurant that opened just over a
across North America.
year ago is Blue Star Diner, which owner Shayne
Barbara Lix, an employee for Sister’s
Perrin describes as a “diamond in the
Home, describes the shop as a gorrough.”
geous boutique that is very eclectic.
“It’s not completely out of the way
The pink sign and flirty mannequins
and off the beaten path, but it’s not
Community
out front attest to that.
in the middle of a congested area like
Connection
“There’s a large condo development
17th Avenue S.W.,” Perrin said.
here and lots of nice restaurants,” Lix
Perrin appreciates how well the
said. “It’s up-and-coming, with new
company has done in its location,
businesses moving in, which is why
with it still being so young.
I like working in this area.”
“It’s a really great neighbourhood
When you walk from store to store in the with lots of history and lots of people that have
trendy strip mall, the sidewalks are filled with lived in the neighbourhood for a long time and
runners and people of all ages finishing errands. take a lot of pride in it.”
“All of these new places offer a great change. I
Blue Star Diner offers vegan and gluten-free
don’t have to head into downtown for good food options such as smoked salmon and avocado
and shopping. It’s only a block or two away,” said eggs benedict. The meals are nothing shy of a
new resident, Lisa Paton, 23. “Makes living here healthy portion size.
comfortable and easy.”
Their pride in local grown food is a main component of what they have to offer, along with a
WHERE TO EAT
wine bar for every connoisseur.
Another new location is a restaurant with glutenThe atmosphere of Bridgeland is easy to see
free and vegan options called Main Dish.
just by roaming the streets.
Neighbourhood residents have been heading
Unique for having shops and diners that aren’t
to the eatery as an indulgent health option for franchised, this neighbourhood has a lot of new
take-home organic meals.
things to do and see.

listings
Entertainment

Festivals

Music

Calgary International Beerfest

Lights

Theatre Junction Grand May 6
theatrejunction.com

Sweet on Fiddlin’

Jubilations Dinner Theatre May 6
calgaryfiddlers.com

Viennese Greats: Mozart,
Beethoven & More!

BMO Centre Stampede Park May 3 & 4
calgarybeerfest.com

18th Annual Festival of Quilts

Heritage Park May 25 & 26
heritagepark.ca

Hairspray

3rd Annual Spring Serbian Fest

Scotiabank Saddledome May 17
scotiabanksaddledome.com

South Calgary Community Association May
18-19
serbianfest.org

Mumford & Sons

Calgary International Children’s
Festival

Kenny Shields & Guests in
Concert

Deerfoot Inn & Casino June 1
kennyshieldsandstreetheart.com

Cam Penner

Ironwood Stage & Grill June 2
ironwoodstage.ca

Epcor Centre May 22-25
calgarykidsfest.ca

Mother’s Day Brunch

Anne of Green Gables
Epcor Centre April 23 to June 2
theatrecalgary.com

Ganesh Versus the Third Reich

Theatre Junction Grand May 22-25
theatrejunction.com

COMEDY
Paul Reiser

The Laugh Shop May 3-4
thelaughshopcalgary.com

Trent McClellan

The Comedy Cave May 28-June2
comedycave.com

The 24th Annual 4th Street
Lilac Festival will be held on
May 26. It marks the start of
Calgary’s festival season and
features events for adults and
children of all ages.
Photo courtesy of Calgary reviews/Flickr

Big Four Building May 23-25
calgarymarathon.com

Panic

Jubilee Auditorium May 8,9,10, 11
jubileeauditorium.com

TELUS Spark Science Centre May 18-19
sparkscience.ca

Calgary Lifestyle Expo

Community Events

Balletlujah! by Alberta Ballet

Heritage Park May 4, 5, 11, 12
heritagepark.ca

Great Outdoors

TELUS Convention Centre May 6-10
geoconvention.com

Pumphouse Theatre May 25-June 8
gasandlight.com

Lunchbox Theatre May 30-June 1
lunchboxtheatre.com

Day Out with Thomas

Fort Calgary May 20
fortcalgary.com

Geoconvention

Scotiabank Calgary Marathon
Health & Wellness Expo

Emerging Director’s Showcase

Fairmont Palliser Hotel May 4
cpo-live.com

Mountie Day

Tradeshows

Night of the Living Dead

Vertigo Mystery Theatre May 4-June 1
vertigotheatre.com

Father and Daughter Princess
Ball

Crossroads Furniture Mart May 16-20
royalcanadiancircus.ca

Various Calgary locations May 30-June 9
funnyfest.com

Acadia Recreation Complex May 24-25
403-228-7874

Legally Blonde The Musical

Beddington Heights Theatre May 10-26
storybooktheatre.org

Royal Canadian Circus

FunnyFest Calgary Comedy
Festival

Theatre
Pumphouse Theatre May 10-18
workshoptheatre.org

Boyce Theatre Stampede Park May 3-5
talentsearch.calgarystampede.com

Lilac Festival

Fleetwood Mac

HiFi Club May 4
hificlub.ca

Stampede Talent Search Live
Auditions

Family Events

Big Four Building May 10-12
festivalofcrafts.ca
4th Street SW May 26
4streetcalgary.com

Ivan & Alyosha

Austrian Canadian Cultural Centre May 11
austrianclub.ca

Spring Festival of Crafts

Jack Singer Concert Hall May 10 & 11
cpo-live.com

Scotiabank Saddledome May 21
scotiabanksaddledome.com

Maitanz (Mayfest) Mother’s Day
Dance

Calgary Zoo May 12
calgaryzoo.ab.ca

Unique Lives: Sigourney Weaver

Jack Singer Concert Hall May 28
epcorcentre.org

Chestermere Country Connection
Spring Fair

Chestermere Recreation Centre May 4
403-272-7170 ext 221

HRSA Annual Art Show & Sale

High River United Church May 11-12
highriverartsociety.ca

Tango & Latin Gala

Polish Canadian Association May 25
dancecalgary.com

Sunshine Village Spring Concert
Series
Sunshine Village Banff April 20-May 19
skibanff.com
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FAMILY life
coping with dementia

Family changes as
Alzheimer’s develops
Janet Arnold reflects on the
struggles of caring for
parents with the disease
JOEL DRYDEN
jdryden@cjournal.ca

“I

t’s quite devastating when you know
that the person that you have grown
up with and known who they are is
not that same person anymore.”
Janet Arnold sits with her mother,
Wilda Arnold, in her apartment at the Walden
Heights Supportive Living Community in Calgary.
Wilda Arnold, 86, has Alzheimer’s, a neurological
disease that has affected both of Janet Arnold’s
parents.
Wilda Arnold’s disease has changed her personality almost completely, so living at the Walden
Heights Supportive Living Community and receiving full-time care became a necessity. She has lived
at Walden Heights since it opened in Spring 2012.
Alzheimer’s disease is a form of dementia with no
cure. It is a degenerative disease that destroys brain
cells, causing symptoms such as loss of memory,
problems with communicating and mood swings.
An estimated 500,000 people in Canada have the
disease.
While Janet Arnold and her family no longer provide caregiver support to her mother, worry and
stress are still constant in hoping their loved one
gets the support and care she needs.
Wilda Arnold’s Alzheimer’s is still developing, but
before husband Bob Arnold died of Alzheimer’s in
2006, there was almost no quality of life.
It’s a hard process to watch, Janet Arnold says,
when people you knew in a different way – strong,
motivated parents with ambition (Bob and Wilda
Arnold travelled the world in Seadreamer, a boat
they built themselves) develop the disease and
change forever, unable to communicate or remember sometimes even the most basic details
and concepts.
“It’s hard, because there are things I would still
like to talk to her and learn about,” Janet Arnold
says. “Those memories are all gone.”
Janet Arnold works as an access advisor with
Accessibility Services at Mount Royal University in
Calgary. She tries to visit her mother as often as
possible. Along with her sister and other members
of the family, Janet Arnold also makes sure routine
remains in her mother’s life — such as Saturday
mornings, when Wilda Arnold always goes for a
haircut.
On good days, the Arnold family still appreciates
22 MAY 2013
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Wilda Arnold’s good charm and sense of humour.
Such a moment becomes evident when she
begins to describe the struggles of living with her
disease.
“You can hate it, or hate it,” she begins, before her
daughter reassures her.
“But we don’t have to hate it, do we?” Janet Arnold says, grabbing her mother’s hand. “We’re here,
right?”
“That’s right, we’re here, and we’re here.” Wilda
Arnold nods, before looking up at her daughter and
smiling. “And look at how smart you are!”
Support is available for families from places like

the Alzheimer’s Society of Calgary, which recently
promoted Alzheimer’s Awareness Month.
“We’re a connector, so we can connect anybody in dealing with issues of Alzheimer’s disease
–contact our office and we can connect you to the
resources you need,” said Barb Ferguson, the Executive Director of the Alzheimer’s Society of Calgary.
Nearly 12,000 people live with dementia in Calgary alone, and family members seeking support
can contact the Alzheimer’s Society of Calgary.
For more information, visit the website for the
society at http://www.alzheimerscalgary.com.

Wilda Arnold sits for a photo while out with her family. It’s important for people with
Alzheimer’s to keep routine a part of their life. Photo provided by Janet Arnold

family life
express yourself

Communicating
more easily with babies
Sign language said to break
conversational barrier
between parents and
pre-verbal children

A

VERONICA POCZA
vpocza@cjournal.ca

lthough they are adorable, small and
loving little beings — babies tend to
bring out the, well, unreasonable side
of us all. The loud, booming cries that
seem to make their way out of such
small humans is still a mystery — along with what
that crying actually means.
Those seeking to achieve a common ground
might look into the use of American Sign Language, also known as ASL. Some new parents
have been using this gesture-generated language
to understand their babies’ thoughts.
“It changed my life, I can’t even imagine raising
my kids without sign language now,” says Jen Talerico, mother of two.
“Babies deserve more credit,” she says.
“They can communicate and understand much
earlier than they can talk, this can be a platform for
them to express themselves before being verbally
able.”
TO LEARN, OR NOT TO LEARN
Talerico has no previous personal connection to
sign language. “I don’t know anyone who is deaf,
I just heard through word of mouth that signing
with babies works,” she says.
She is now teaching her second child the basics
of the language — things such as “milk or “more”
to make everyday life easier.
With the help of their daughter, who is three,
the family has been able to start the younger child
signing “right from the beginning.” Talerico does
say that signing gets easier as the earlier and more
often you can expose them to it, the better.
Talerico takes “baby sign” classes that teach the
foundation level of ASL, with proper ASL signs for
each word. The “My Smart Hands” classes, held by
instructor Melody Hazelton, can also help the parent learn a bit easier and provide tools like CDs,
songs, and books to use at home.
“The weekly classes act as a reminder to continue using signs with your baby, as the repetition
is key for progress,” Talerico says.
With the help of classes, Talerico’s children both

began signing as early as six months. Her older
daughter knew “over 200 signs when she was 18
months and could put them together in sentences,” she says.
Other parents choose to learn the basic concepts of signing with babies, and use the concept
of simple association to make their own gestures
to use in the home.
John Nairn, father of three, and his wife Tamara,
self-taught themselves some baby signs from a
book.
“We only intend to use signing for their preverbal stage, so we loosely based our gestures
around the real ones,” he says.
Nairn says the benefits outweigh the hassle of
learning to sign with babies. He says the parent
only has to learn the signs they wish to use and
that it’s “so easy to teach yourself the signs, the
only real stand-out effort in the process is remembering to continually use them around the house.
You need to be repetitive or they (babies) will not
catch on.”
ONE STEP FORWARD, TWO STEPS
BACK?
Nairn says he has heard the suggestion that learning and focusing on
signing as the babies’ first form of
communication could hinder a child’s
ability to learn verbal speech.
Regardless, Nairn has used signing
with all three of his children, and finds
the tool actually aids the communication process altogether — as his two
older, now verbal, girls actually used
signing to help them learn words.
Dr. Cass Foursha-Stevenson, PhD
and assistant professor in the department of psychology at Mount Royal
University, is currently studying the
influences of language acquisition in
children.
“Babies can learn multiple languages,” she says. “And speech and sign
can be used together, so if they are
actively engaging in both then one
wouldn’t hinder the other.”
Foursha-Stevenson also has a child
of three, but did not use ASL to communicate with her baby early on.
“It does seem to have it’s benefits
though, as research shows babies are
able to comprehend things and associate as early as six months. But most

babies don’t say their first word until they are
one,” she says.
Nairn says it definitely has “bridged the gap” for
the first few years of life, before parents are able
to have a comprehensible conversation with their
children.
“It eliminates frustration for them and for us,
that’s for sure,” he says.
Nairn, along with other parents interviewed by
the Calgary Journal, only intend to use the signs
for “bridging the gap” of communication with
their pre-verbal babies, rather than fully develop
ASL into adulthood.
However, Nairn acknowledges ASL as a beautiful and interesting language and says he would
fully intend to further his children’s level in the
language if they express interest.
“As for now, we are having fun with it, it brings
us closer, and eases life in the home,” he says.
For more information, visit:
mysmarthandscalgary.weebly.com

Tamara Nairn and her daughters Taylor, 5, and
Jessica, 3, sign to baby brother Craig, seven months.
Photo by veronica pocza/calgary journal
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LIVING IN STYLE
Changing Fashion

More males turn to
shopping as therapy
Retail industry
gearing towards
men’s purchasing trends
Brittany Fong
bfong@cjournal.ca

S

hopping and retail therapy seem to be
the words most frequently associated
with female consumers who may buy
a new pair of shoes to compensate for
something negative that they are experiencing. However, this ritual of therapy shopping
can be applied to men as well.
“Typically, I am an emotional shopper. If I have
a rough day at work, I will go out and spend money,” says Ty Swihart, a consumer who has focused
his past retail remedies on clothing, phones and
cars. “I don’t consider it an addiction at all. I use
it more as a way to relax and de-stress.”
Stereotypically, males are associated with
sports, beer, food and cars — not shopping.
However, a poll of 2,000 British consumers conducted last year by the firm Npower indicates
that men spend an average of $40 per week on
retail therapy related purchases, whereas women
spend only about $30 per week.
Liliane Alain, part-owner of the Stampede Boot
Clothing and Co. located on McLeod Trail S.W.,
says there is a “big difference” between male and
female shopping styles.
“Men are quicker to make their decisions than
the ladies,” says Alain. “Men come in and try on
a cowboy boot. If they like it, they won’t bother
looking at anything else.”
In a 2012 article published in the Journal of
Psychoactive Drugs, psychologist Heidi Hartston
states that, whether female or male, just the idea
of purchasing something new causes hyper-stimulation of dopamine — a neurotransmitter that
controls a person’s reward and pleasure levels
in the brain.
That dopamine brings a sense of satisfaction
with exchanging currency for a materialistic item.
“Imagine the happiness that you would have
if you had just adopted a new puppy. I get the
same happiness from the purchase of a new
Louis Vuitton bag, or an Hermés bracelet,” Swihart says.
In addition, Alain says, “The whole retail industry is gearing towards men now because ladies
have always been done. There’s now cosmetics
for men which is making a big splash.”
A 2011 article about the impact of men’s ap24 MAY 2013
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pearances published by clinical psychologists
at the University of Central Florida says, “Popular and previously female-dominated brands
like Clinique and Shishedo have introduced
products specifically for male image concerns,
including skin care, hair removal products, and
wrinkle treatments.” The article continues to say
that $3.5-billion worth of beauty products were
purchased by men in 1997 and that number has
only increased since then.
According to a recent review published by
Statistics Canada, Sales of Commodities of Large
Retailers, the purchasing of men’s clothing and
accessories has become more popular in recent
years.

The review, which was conducted over the
course of five years, showed that between 2011
and 2012, men’s wear sales increased from
$4.2-billion to $4.3-billion, while women’s wear
sales, although still more overall, showed a slight
decrease.
Yet Swihart, who has previous experience in
the retail industry, says he doesn’t have a problem in supporting the growing men’s retail market.
“If I find something that I like, I am going to buy
it. I have a good job, and make a good amount
of money, so I really don’t feel bad in spoiling
myself.”

Self-professed emotional shopper Ty Swihart finds an evening trip to the mall helps him to
de-stress after a rough day at work. Photo by brittany fong/ calgary journal

CALGARY ARTS
scrap sculpting

Repurposing found objects
into metallic masterpieces
An artist’s love
for metalworking and music

I

said.
Reuser has been renting his current studio
space for the last four years and shares the garage
with a local jewelry artist and a painter.

SAMARA HAWKINS
shawkins@cjournal.ca

n a nondescript back alley in the northwest neighborhood of Bowness, Scandinavian rock music mixed with an unexpected
screech of a chop saw fills the snow-covered
lane on this quiet residential block.
The garage door is open, allowing noxious
fumes produced by welding to escape.
WELCOME TO ROB REUSER’S STUDIO
The 35-year-old sculptor got his first taste of creative metalworking in high school, 17 years ago.
“It was kind of a sheet metal sculpted project
of an anatomical spine,” Reuser said, describing
his first project. “I based it on an old worn out saw
blade and anchored it with fish hooks. It was a
really scary, evil, painful looking thing, but the
response that I got from it was massive.”
A FORMALLY TRAINED SCULPTOR
Reuser continued to follow his passion for art at
the Alberta College of Art and Design (ACAD).
In his first year of classes and with the assistance
of a sculpture technician, he created a steel snake
clutching a hand-blown glass egg — a pivotal
piece that required Reuser to learn how to weld.
This project launched Reuser’s passion for the
art of welding and solidified his interest in pursuing a major in fine art sculpting.
Reuser ended up leaving ACAD after his second
year, though, to work in welding outside the art
community.
“There is so much welding work to be done.
I’ve always had welding as a career on the side,
supporting my art habit,” he laughed.
“I received more education working with metal
in the trades than I ever would have if I would
have stayed at ACAD,” he said. “I looked at it and
thought, ‘Do I want to spend the money and go
back to school? No, I’d rather make the money,
and sell stuff.’”
With welding as his
To see more of
main source of income,
reuser’s art, check
Reuser could spend his
out our photo
free time pursuing his
gallery in the
art and music.
lens section at
As a bass guitarist,
calgaryjournal.ca
Reuser played and
toured with local musicians until he injured

Welding is part of the fabrication process
for Rob Reuser’s art. Photo by samara hawkins/
calgary journal

“It was a really
scary, evil, painful
looking thing, but
the response that
I got from it was
massive.”
Rob reuser,
artist
himself in 2009. While working at a bronze casting
studio, a life-sized bronze horse fell on him. Reuser suffered a broken finger — a relatively minor
injury considering the enormity of the sculpture
involved.
Although breaking his finger put music on hold
for Reuser, it gave him time to hunt out a suitable
studio space for his metalworking — and it paid
off.
“I needed a place where the landlord would let
me wire in 50 amp service (for the welder),” he

REUSER’S LATEST PIECE 
— UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
Reuser’s latest commissioned piece is not only art
to be admired, but serves a functional purpose.
Local tattoo artist and illustrator Chris Dow, a
long-time friend of Reuser’s, commissioned an
adjustable stand for his clients to rest their arms
on comfortably while they are getting inked.
Dow requested the piece have a mechanical,
Soviet-era feel, but be easy to keep clean in his
tattoo studio space.
“I let him run with it and do what he wanted,”
Dow said.
Dow acknowledged there are many online tattoo supply shops that carry equipment that would
have met his needs.
“I just wanted a custom piece,” he said. “That’s
what I like to spend my money on.”
About 10 hours of fabrication went into the
completed piece, which stands about a metre tall
fully extended and around 45 centimetres when
completely compressed.
Although the concept and design came together easily for this piece, not every commissioned
piece goes according to plan.
“I’ve started pieces of work and have gotten to
a point where I have thrown out everything that I
did,” he said. “I have to resolve it and make it something that I love, that I’m happy with.”
HELP FROM A ROD, REEL, AND (BIG) ROCK
When he’s not behind the welding hood in his
studio, or welding for a paycheque, Reuser likes
to spend his time fishing — fly fishing in the
warmer months, and ice fishing in the colder
ones.
“I fly fish a lot. It’s meditative, it’s quiet. Whenever I’m around water, I seem to have those eureka moments. If I’m having trouble resolving
something, I leave it alone and go fishing,” he
said.
Reuser also uses music as inspiration and motivation for his work. Listening to full albums “casts
a spell” on him while he works, occasionally with
a beer in hand.
He even draws inspiration from the slogan on the
case of beer strategically placed beside the fresh air
intake in his studio.
“It says right on the box: ‘To create a masterpiece,
you can accept no compromises.’ How true that is.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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A tale of two galleries
Looking into Calgary’s
growing museum scene
SARAH COMBER
scomber@cjournal.ca

S

cattered between tall skyscrapers, administrative buildings, and the ever-dominant
oil and gas corporations —scarcely 450
metres apart — lay two of Calgary’s influential centres for art and culture.
MOCA, which stands for the Museum of Contemporary Art Calgary, has inhabited the Calgary
art scene since 1988 under the name the Triangle
Gallery. The gallery — located in the Calgary Municipal Building — was re-branded in 2012 under
its new name.
The Glenbow Museum, meanwhile, has been a
part of Calgary’s downtown cityscape since 1966.
During those 47 years, it has accumulated roughly
28,000 works of art.
TWO GALLERIES, MANY DIFFERENCES
Although Calgary has had institutions like the Glenbow as part of our cityscape for many years, the
scene still has plenty of room to grow.
“This city has great culture and people who want
to get involved in the arts,” says MOCA volunteer
coordinator Elysia Turner – Lechelt, “they just don’t
know they’re welcome yet.”
Longstanding museums like the Glenbow, and
newer galleries like the re-branded MOCA, both
show where Calgary’s art scene has grown from,
as well as the potential for the artistic community
to reach new standards.

“We have a collection and a mandate to exhibit
historical, modern and contemporary art,” says
Melanie Kjorlien, vice president of access
collections and exhibitions at the Glenbow, “And
MOCA is focussing on contemporary work.”
Kjorlien adds that she thinks MOCA is also showing the community that there’s some interest in
having a space dedicated to staging contemporary art.
And what this kind of programming aims to
achieve, says Jeffrey Spalding, artistic director of
MOCA, is showcasing new and different art forms
that are “making news today and changing people’s
opinions and the way they think about life and art.”
Kjorlien adds that the Glenbow has lots of space,
with 93,000 square feet of exhibition area, which
makes a difference in the size and scope of
exhibitions that can be brought to the museum.
In contrast, MOCA has limited space with approximately 3,000 square feet including the office space
and basement.
However, Spalding vows that MOCA’s space issue is not going to hold them back from providing
art lovers with thought provoking contemporary
pieces.
“Instead of worrying about raising funds to build
a new building, and then raising more dollars a year
just to run it, why not just spend the money on the
programming?” Spalding says.

GALLERIES PLAY DIFFERENT ROLES
Meanwhile, The Glenbow’s Kjorlien seems to encourage sharing art audiences with the upstart
MOCA.
“We’re one of many arts
organizations that exhibits art, but I think we
all have a unique role to
play.”
MOCA does not collect art, but — similarly
to the Glenbow —
brings in travelling exhibits. However, while
MOCA also shows Canadian art, it only exhibits the art of today.
“We are just trying to
connect people up to
the rest of the world,”
Spalding says. “The
problem with living
in a place like Canada
is that often the finest
things that are being
Elysia Turner-Lechelt is MOCA gallery’s volunteer co-ordinator.
made and thought
She was an art history major from the University of Calgary.
about in the world
Photo By Sarah Comber/Calgary Journal
don’t come here.”
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“… we’re all
working together
to engage people
in art – which I
think is what we
need to really
broaden peoples
appreciation in
art.”
Melanie Kjorlien,
vice president of access collections and
exhibitions at the Glenbow Museum
PUBLIC INTEREST
Spalding says that since MOCA has started to
show more global art exhibitions — such as the
recent Andy Warhol program — and through being involved in international art festivals like Nuit
Blanche, the museum’s attendance numbers have
skyrocketed, from 3,677 people in 2011 to 12,845
after it’s re-branding in 2012.
“I think for the size of our city we definitely want
more people coming to Glenbow. Our vision is
more people interacting with art, culture, and ideas
more often.”
Michelle Veitch, assistant professor in the department of interior design and art history at Mount
Royal University, says that both galleries “have public appeal in a different way.”
Veitch’s specialization is in contemporary Canadian art. She says that MOCA and the Glenbow
have contributed to the growth of the Calgary art
scene by featuring historical, contemporary, local
and provincial artists in their exhibitions.
TWO HEADS BETTER THAN ONE
Spalding says that through linking as many art
institutions in the city as possible — such as the
Glenbow, Art Gallery of Calgary, Esker Foundation,
Illingworth Kerr, Nickle Arts Museum and MOCA —
the city’s art scene can showcase bigger projects.
“I think that’s exciting because you need all the
different institutions to be working and everybody
benefits when we’re all vibrant and interested,”
Kjorlien says. “So we’re all working together to engage people in art – which I think is what we need
to really broaden people’s appreciation of art.”
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new school tunes

Mainstream shift
Jazz and classical slowly
taking backseat to more
mainstream genres

M

BRANDON MCNEIL
bmcneil@cjournal.ca

ozart and Bach. String quartets and
flute sections. Jazz standards and
scales. These are some of the images
that may come to mind when you think of university music schools.
This is starting to change, however, as music
academic institutions are starting to gradually
shift to modern musical values.
In Calgary, Mount Royal University’s conservatory continues to offer a plate of jazz, classical, choir and group ensemble programs, with
no mention of anything that would traditionally sit in someone’s popular music record collection.
But, the conservatory’s head Paul Dornian acknowledged, “The difference in the disciplines,
in the performance end with modern music,
whatever genre, are disappearing. Especially,
you look at some of the stuff going with experimental rock or indie rock…new music.”
Jazz and classical are still heavily relied on
within the music schooling system because
of their attention to detail when it comes to
things like theory and harmonic structure.
“Traditionally those are the most complex
forms of music. So you see a lot of people who
end up making their mark in pop music or various types of rock-based things and so on, at
some point, studying jazz music or classical
music” Dornian said.
However, across the city, the University of
Calgary offers classes such as the History of
Funk, History of Heavy Metal, and a New Music
ensemble.
Claire Carreras, a volunteer music teacher
for a Girls Rock Camp in Vancouver, said that
there are many positive impacts when it comes
to the blending of the two worlds such as the
opportunity for creativity.
“If you could branch out, it would have tremendous benefits to the confidence of the
individual — also for the expression of the
individual to work with their emotions,” Carreras said.
Dornian said Berklee College of Music in
Boston, MA is a good starting point for conservatories looking to broaden their curriculum, as they have been offering these types of
programs for quite some time. The school has
produced graduates including Lady GaGa, Aaron Abeyta (more popularly known as El Hefe,
guitarist of punk rock icons NOFX) and guitar
virtuoso Dave Davidson of technical thrash

Café Koi
fuses poetry
and music
Monthly event ‘Expressions’
hopes to strengthen arts
community
IZZY AHMED
aahme@cjournal.ca

F

or those who love both music and poetry, Expressions is a humble blend of the two.
On the last Monday of every month, Café Koi,
located at 1011 1 St. SW, hosts the event — where
a spoken-word artist and musician are each given
30 minutes to perform.
Café owner Frederick Tamagi says he hopes this
event will help bridge the gap between music and
poetry.
“We’re evolving it into a community where spoken-word and music can be fused together and
grow into new things beyond just beat poetry or
hip-hop.”
Tamagi also says the “mood” of the cafe and support from the community helps to encourage closet
poets and musicians who often have stage fright.
The night provides artists the chance to step out
of their comfort zone, and gives others the opportunity to simply listen. The event is free, but donations
in support of the artists are always encouraged.
An open-mic begins the night at 8 p.m., where
eight slots are open to anyone wanting to share
their thoughts.
Canada’s schools are including more
popular music genres such as funk, new
music ensemble and heavy metal.
Photo by Brandon McNeil/calgary journal

metal band Revocation.
In addition, Langley Fine Arts School (Langley, BC), Carleton University (Ottawa, ON), Bishop’s University (Sherbrooke, PQ), and Wilfred
Laurier University (Waterloo, ON) —
 among
others — are offering popular music studies.
For those conservatories out there that are
looking to broaden their spectrum, Carrerras
offered a helpful tidbit on how to make it work
while still delivering a focus within the program:
“You could have your music as a class but
then your elective or major within that. Students would have a chance to choose from
many of the obscure genres, and be able to
make a focus out of it.”

‘Expressions’ featured poet Delcio
Manual at Calgary’s Cafe Koi. Photo by izzy
ahmed/calgary journal
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SPORTS
cougars recap

MRU reflects on first year CIS

After strong initial season,
teams look for success
moving forward

T

Neil Hilts & Landon Wesley
nhilts@cjournal.ca | lwesley@cjournal.ca

he 2012-13 season provided a lot of
optimism for Mount Royal University’s
varsity sports teams.
MRU won at least one championship
every year, minus five, in the Alberta
Colleges Athletic Conference since 1964.
The school was also honored as the most successful athletic college in Canada, before leaving
ACAC.
It was time for a new challenge, so MRU made
the jump to the Canadian Interuniversity Sport
league this season.
Although the coaches and players were expecting to play in a more competitive league
with higher caliber players and tougher teams,
the Cougars had a rough time adjusting to the
additional travel and playing against more com-

petitive opponents.
Jean Laforest, head coach of the men’s hockey
team who finished 7-19-2, said he knew it would
be a tough transition, but that the team gained
a lot of valuable experience.
Laforest said: “You look at the statistics and you
might think we’re disappointed, but that’s not the
case. The first year is always a process.
I think we had a successful year and it was a
good transition and everyone experienced a really positive and competitive season from our end.”
THE RESULTS
Transferring to the CIS meant more time had to
made for game preparation; unlike with college
games in the past, teams could no longer expect
to just show up and win.
Mount Royal teams combined for a 53-114-7
record on the season. With only the women’s volleyball team – one out of eight MRU teams – making it to the post-season.
Last season in the ACAC, the Cougars placed
every team in the post season, and only the men’s
soccer team did not medal at provincials.

Kevin Knopp, captain of the MRU
Cougars men’s hockey team, found
himself battling stronger competition this
season with the jump to the CIS. His team
finished seventh out of eight teams.
Photo by Neil Hilts/calgary journal

Despite the losing record, MRU’s sports information coordinator Kyle Henry saw the first season in CIS as a learning experience for all of the
athletes.
“I think they will be better prepared for next
season knowing the challenges they faced, the
travel schedule and what the demands are like,”
Henry said.
Tino Fusco, head coach of the women’s team,
said he looks forward to see what his team
learned this year and how they will apply those
lessons next season. The team finished with a
1-7-4 record.
“We learned a lot about playing every match to
our best ability,” Fusco said. “We were competitive
in all but one match, from my perspective.”

Kesley Neal of the MRU Cougars takes a shot against the University of Northern British
Columbia, a game which ended in a tie. The women’s soccer team finished 10th of out 13
in Canada West Photo by neil hilts/calgary journal
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CANADA WEST COMPARISON
Transferring to CIS from the college level is historically never an easy move for any team.
Thompson Rivers University and University of
the Fraser Valley jumped to the CIS and Canada
West in 2005 and 2006, respectively, but did not

sports
commit to four different sports like MRU did.
The results were similar in the first year for both
schools.
Judging by the first-year results of TRU and UFV,
MRU did not underachieve.
Each team at UFV and TRU finished in the bottom five or lower of the conference, as seven of
MRU’s eight team also did, and ended up not
qualifying a single playoff team.

“Sometimes you
just have to go
through those
battles and take
those losses to get
to the next step.”
Kyle Henry
sports info co-ordinator

SUCCESS STORY
However, the women’s volleyball team finished
with 16 wins, which accounted for 33 per cent of
all MRU team wins – they were also the only MRU
team with a winning record and made it all the
way to the final four in the Canada West playoffs.
It came as a bit of a surprise to first-year volleyball player and Canada West rookie of the year,
Carolyn O’Dwyer, that her team was the only MRU
club to make the post-season.
“For our first season getting fourth was pretty
unexpected,” she said. “Overall, it was a really
good season, especially for my first year. It definitely exceeded my expectations.”
O’Dwyer’s head coach, Sandra Lamb, credited
her team’s willingness to work hard every day as
reasons for the team’s remarkable season.
“Our team had a lot of leadership,” Lamb said.
“And a well-established core of players and
talented rookies who came in and provided a lot
of depth.”
O’Dwyer was happy with the year, but said she
feels the team can build on its success.
She noted: “We are returning every single player, so I think most teams will lose a few players, so
we will definitely build on last season’s success.
We were happy with fourth, but it would have
been really nice to have made nationals.”
HIGH EXPECTATIONS
Karla Karch, the athletic director at MRU, stressed
how well the student athletes were doing in school,
despite the increased travel and commitment to
teams.
“We’ve never been a department that has been

This info graphic shows the standings of the MRU Cougars’ last season in the ACAC
compared to their first in the CIS. infographic by dan mackenzie/calgary journal
okay with status quo,” she said. “We knew it was
going to be a jump; now we know what to expect.
We needed to review our year and take what we
learned to improve for next year.”
As a powerhouse in college sports for most of
their tenure, the Cougars are almost expected to
finish near the top, no matter what level of competition.
Sports information coordinator Henry noticed a
lot of growth from athletes who weren’t sure what
to expect from CIS competition.
“The fact that our teams are winning games

and not getting blown out creates a lot of optimism,” Henry said. “Sometimes you just have to go
through those battles and take those losses to get
to the next step.”
The coaches agree with Henry’s sentiments, and
suggest that in a few years, they will be competing
in playoffs, and hopefully nationals.
Men’s hockey coach Laforest added: “We definitely want to be as successful as we were in the ACAC.
It’s not going to happen at the turn of a dime.
We have to make sure that we take the appropriate
steps. Next year, our goal is to make playoffs.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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Ode to Iggy

Hockey Hero

Flames fans bid farewell to
Jarome Iginla

J

MAX SHILLETO
mshilleto@cjournal.ca

arome Iginla’s departure from Calgary has left a void in many Flames
fans’ hearts. But he will be remembered just as much for what he did
off the ice, as for what he did on it.
“Iggy,” as fans affectionately referred to him,
holds the all-time Calgary Flames records for
games played, goals and points. But the former
team captain, who was traded to the Pittsburgh
Penguins last month, has been widely described
as one of the NHL’s good guys away from the rink.
“What you see from Jarome in the media is
what you get from Jarome 24 hours a day,” said
former teammate Jamie McLennan, who recently
authored a book, The Best Seat in the House, about
his experiences in the NHL.
McLennan, who is now a broadcaster on TSN,
has been close friends with Iginla for over 20 years,
and describes the former Flames captain as being
a very engaging person to talk to.
“Whether you meet him at Safeway or you meet
him at the rink, he’s the same guy. He’s a class act
from top to bottom. I’ve rarely worked with anyone like that,” McLennan said.
“People feel like they can identify with him on a
personal level as well as a professional level. I think
that’s what he means to Calgary. Everyone feels
like they have a piece of Jarome Iginla.”
McLennan spent the better part of three seasons playing with Iginla before becoming a scout
and an assistant coach with the Flames.
McLennan says Iginla’s competitive nature also
set him apart from his teammates.
“He used to have a group of us over to play
Risk at his house,” McLennan said. “And you just
couldn’t beat him. Everything was a competition
to the guy. We would be sitting there playing, and
he’d start trash talking us like we were on the ice.”
Iginla, who was traded to the Flames in 1995, also
had a softer side he shared with his fans and several
local charities.
It was in 2004 that Iginla was recognized for his
humanitarian contributions by winning the NHL
Foundation Award for community service. But, according to Kidsport Calgary manager Mark Kosak,
he’s been a dedicated community leader through
his entire career.
“He’s a guy who always says the right thing,” said
Kosak, whose organization provides financial support to help kids participate in sports. “Everyone
respects him in the league, and everyone loves him
in the city of Calgary.”
In 2000, Iginla partnered with Kidsport and
agreed to donate $1,000 for every goal he scored
30
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Mount Royal student Sarah Harrower shares a moment with her hero Jarome Iginla in
2004. Photo courtesy of richard harrower
to the charity. Five years later, the Flames captain
upped the ante by doubling his donation to $2,000
for every goal. In total, Kosak estimates Iginla has
donated somewhere around $700,000 to the organization. He describes Iginla as a model athlete,
and a model citizen.
“He never did it for any kind of recognition or
credit, and he doesn’t want us to give him any,” Kosak said. “It’s always just about trying to help the
charity and trying to help the kids. You’ve got to
love a guy like that.”
Additionally, funds from the Jarome Iginla /
Cassie Campbell Hockey School, which runs in
Calgary during the summer, are distributed to a
number of local and global charities.
According to a Calgary Herald article, the hockey
school has raised over $130,000 since 2002. Among
the charities, Iginla and Campbell’s proceeds ensured 38,000 lunches could be made for hungry
children by the Brown Bagging for Calgary’s Kids
Society.

“He’s a whole-hearted ambassador to the city,”
said the organization’s executive director, Tanya
Koshowski. “Through hockey, he’s been a stand up
leader with great work ethic. Outside, he’s been a
caring family man with very good values. He’s done
a lot of great things for Calgarians, and he will definitely be missed.”
One of the many Calgarians touched by Iginla,
a Mount Royal University student named Sarah
Harrower, met him when she was 14 years old at a
Flames practice in 2006.
Harrower, who has cerebral palsy and uses a
wheel chair to assist with mobility, identifies Iginla
as her hero.
The meeting was something she’ll never forget.
But, the thing she’ll remember most about him was
his selflessness.
“He brought so much to the city as a person,”
Harrower said. “He taught me how to think about
other people first, and what you can do to make
their lives a little bit better and a little bit easier.”

sports
7’2 world champ

Greg Stewart makes impact
on and off the court
National team alum giving
back to the sport that
gave him opportunity

L

DANIELLE HARDER
dharder@cjournal.ca

eaning to get underneath the seven-foot
entrance of Master’s Academy gymnasium
is how Greg Stewart approaches every
doorway.
At 7’2, Stewart is anything but shy and
always commands attention when stepping into a
room, with his confident personality instantly starting conversation.
However, what you may not notice right away
about the 26-year-old is that he only has his right
arm.
At birth, Stewart was born with a condition called
below elbow congenital amputation, which left his
arm with nothing below the elbow and a hole in
his heart that eventually grew over.
“I’m on the right track baby I was born this way…
Lady Gaga,” Stewart said jokingly, because the
common misconception is that he lost his arm in
an accident.
For many individuals, this would stop them from
competing in sports, or even completing daily
tasks. But for Stewart, it is a simple response to the
most frequently asked question:
How does it feel to have one arm?
“I simply suggest, how does it feel to have two?”
Stewart said.
THE EARLY YEARS
Stewart was born in Victoria, B.C., as the second
of three boys, to parents Leanne and Mike. Stewart’s father was a Royal Mounted Canadian Police,
which forced the family to move around all over
the province.
Growing up, Stewart was always competing in
sports. Whether it was volleyball, basketball, soccer
or lacrosse, he was always outside burning energy
with his brothers — whom Stewart towers over.
At 15 years old, Stewart was recruited to join the
Canadian Men’s National Standing Disabled Volleyball team as a left-arm amputee.
Being so young, Stewart attributes that as being
a huge learning step as an athlete.
However, after
three years on the
» For more ON GREG
squad, Stewart deSTEWART, visit
cided to switch to
CALGARYJOURNAL.CA »
his other

love of basketball for his post-secondary experience.
Playing for Thompson Rivers University in Kamloops, B.C., Stewart was
awarded the Canadian Interuniversity
Sport Defensive Player of the Year nod
as well as the Canada West Defensive
Player of the Year.
“I played basketball because of my
height. You can’t teach height, and at the
time I was more comfortable on the basketball
court,” Stewart said.
Throughout school and post-secondary basketball, Stewart spent 12 years with the National
Volleyball squad.
He won three world championships, began to
compete on the National Sitting Volleyball squad,
and completed five years at TRU, finishing with a
Bachelor’s degree in Human Resources.
Placing several versions of prosthetic arms and
hands, Stewart has the ability to adjust according
to sport and circumstance.
Despite the collection of artificial limbs, Stewart prefers to not use a prosthetic for day-to-day
activities.
WHERE IS HE NOW
Now settled in Calgary, Stewart has temporarily
retired as an athlete to give back as a coach.
“I hope I can just help people and maybe impact peoples’ lives,” said Stewart, who is a coach of
the women’s U18 Calgary Impact Volleyball Club.
The squad competes within the Alberta Volley-

Greg Stewart gets set to serve while
playing on the National Sitting Volleyball
team. Photo courtesy of greg stewart

ball Association.
“Being a disabled athlete is a big
thing, and you see a lot of disabled
people making an impact in some
other way. This is the way I want to
do it.”
Stewart also has coaching experience through the annual Jasper Volleyball Camp, as well as coaching with
basketball.
However, Stewart feels as though volleyball is
the sport for him to coach. “I have a lot of experience. It’s amazing to teach people, show people,
what hard work is,” Stewart said.
Stewart’s hope with this girls’ squad is not only
to bring strong skills and abilities, but also to have
fun and create an atmosphere that inspires learning rather than defeat.
“I want to show them how to have fun, that’s
why we do it in the first place,” said Stewart.
MY COACH, THE FRIENDLY GIANT
Mikael Bartholdy, a teammate of Stewart’s on the
National team, said that his long time friend and
colleague is one of the most stand-up people you
could meet.
“He’s just a big guy inside and outside,” Bartholdy said. “He’s the first to recognize change in
himself, and to go that much harder.”
Stewart and Bartholdy co-coach the Impact
squad together. This is their first season as colleagues.
“He’s blossomed as a coach. He wants the most
for his players and tries to get the most potential
out of them,” Bartholdy said.
“He really pushes us,” said Shelby Brown, a
17-year-old setter on the squad.
“I tend to give up easily, but Greg is right there
telling me, ‘you have to keep going, you have to
keep going.’”
The girls on the team recognize the success that
both Stewart and Bartholdy bring to the team,
and are thankful for Stewart’s positive and supportive attitude.
STAYING SUCCESSFUL
Sports have been a huge impact on Stewart’s life;
He said he understands that hard work and dedication can bring success.
His biggest challenge has been the mental fight,
of what he can and wants to achieve.
“I have learned the same way everyone else has,”
said Stewart. “I have just had to go about it a different way.”
calgaryjournal.ca
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